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YOU DESERVE CARE
THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Keeping you and your loved ones safe 
without the need for residential care
• Our care is person-centred - we go the extra mile
• All CareGivers are introduced to Clients in advance
• Our Care calls are never rushed
• 1 hr minimum up to 24/7 live-in care

Our services include:
• Companionship
• Transportation & errands
• Meal preparation
• Light housekeeping
• Help with washing & dressing
• Personal care
• Medical reminders
• Post-operative support
• Holiday & respite cover
• Specialist dementia care
• Hospital to home
• Live-in care

and much more...

01332 913232 
derby@rightathomeuk.com 
www.rightathomeuk.co.uk/derby

Quality care you can trust, delivered 
in the comfort of your own home

Call us for a 
FREE care 
assessment

RIGHT 
AT HOME

You deserve care that 
makes a difference.

25 years of joinery and carpentry 
experience on a wide variety of 
domestic and commercial projects.
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William ‘Quaker’ Pegg1775 - 1851

The Genius of Roses – 1848There are Roses of various hues Of pale yellow, of red, or red-blues And in nature the smooth China Rose 
That keeps pace with the Moon, when it blowsRosa Mundys with stripes all across 

Dwarfs and Majors and those fringed with moss 
Multifloras with prickles all fild And the shrubbery Roses half wildThis rich group of sweet flowers is seen 

In their beauty with foliage green In his wisdom, the Lord hath designed 
To prefigure the states of mankindThe true characters there will appear 

Which wills show their advance in his fear 
Through the various grades into light 
By their changes from black unto whiteThus the churches of Christ may be known 

By their forms, and this colour and tone 
Jesus Christ is, of Sharon, the Rose And the purest of any that growsYet they all are accepted of God Who have born, with sweet patience, his Rod 

Notwithstanding their colour and size 
They, in Jesus, to glory will riseIn his book ‘Quaker Pegg’ George Drury makes the following observation on Pegg’s 

life and work; ‘What we see is the outcome of a painful struggle to deny his 

instincts and to suppress a vision because the process of trying to communicate 

it would become a wholly self-satisfying substitute for true worship.’
Copies of George Drury’s book are available to purchase at the Derby Local 

Studies and Family History Library.

Further reading:

J. Barrie Sheard FCIEHOctober 18th 1934 – January 22nd 2020

Old Derbeian Society

Barrie Sheard has written a number of articles for this magazine about the history of Derby Grammar School in the times when it was at St. Helen’s House in King Street, Derby. Since September 2010 he had been Archivist for the Old Derbeian Society (ODS), which was set up in 1911, so that Derby School Alumni could keep in touch. He was incentivised, by what he’d 

discovered about Derby School, to pass on that knowledge in an interesting way. He also wrote articles for the Bygones pages of the Derby Telegraph in the hopes that former pupils would be inspired to contact him with memorabilia and personal memories and in some cases identify people in the many photographs accumulated in his time as Archivist. As a result, we have over 50 memoirs of old boys of their time at Derby School.
Barrie passed away suddenly on January 22nd, 2020 after a very short illness at the Royal Derby Hospital. His daughter Barbara writes: “Barrie, our dad loved life, was always positive and in for an adventure. He certainly wasn’t one for morbid chatter, propaganda or any hanging onto the negative aspects of life. Life was to explore and enjoy, to move forward making a difference to improve life… until it’s our time to leave. He wasn’t one for attention 

and wasn’t really bothered about any farewell celebration. He had, years before, arranged for his body to go to scientific research/study at Nottingham University not wanting any fuss, any funeral or to be any bother! My sister and I thought otherwise and wanted to throw a farewell celebration in his honour. To be with our Dad and best mate for one last time with as many of his friends and family that could make it. We wanted to share memories with his family and friends, to remember him in all his glory and give him a good send off! At quite short notice, we arranged a beautiful space in our local pub, The Broadway, Derby and threw a beautiful party for him.”
Barrie was born John Barrie Sheard on October 18th, 1934 in Derby and lived on Shardlow Road, Alvaston with his parents George and Marjorie. He attended Alvaston and Boulton Infants and Junior School, after a mix up, where the Council incorrectly allocated him a place at Wyndham Street School. This was rectified many weeks later. 

Barrie was at school during World War II, carrying his gas mask at all times, and he had to practice diving under the desk should a bomb drop nearby. In 1942 his 

Continued over

Not just a magazine!...

...more a 
way of life

We appreciate your readership, 
we would be grateful if you can 

recommend us to friends, 
colleagues and business contacts.

See page
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BELPER KITCHENS 
S U P P L Y  &  F I T

Tel: 01332 871 788  |  Mobile: 07957 869 517
belperkitchens.co.uk

S T U N N I N G

KITCHENS AND BATHROOMS
T A I L O R E D  T O  Y O U R  I N D I V I D U A L  N E E D S 

A T  A F F O R D A B L E  P R I C E S
Find out more on pages 56, 57 and 59.

At Belper kitchens we design and fit affordable kitchen bathrooms and bedrooms to 
meet your price budget. If you are looking for your perfect kitchen but are working to 
a tight budget then look no further. With a wide range of different materials, colours, 
styles and specifications. We can provide you with a stunning kitchen bathroom or 
bedroom tailored to your individual needs.
Jason Ryan the founder of Belper kitchens has over 20 years of experience in providing home improvement 
services to homeowners across the Derbyshire and Nottingham region. With him and many of his team 
specialising and being qualified in individual trades including: joinery, tilling, plumbing and electrics. 
We have now combined this experience and expertise to form Belper Kitchens and offer our customers 
high quality kitchen, bathroom and bedroom renovations as well as full installations.

To book your free no hassle quote call us today 01332871 788. It normally only takes us 20 - 30 minutes 
to view, survey and consult with you for us to be able to produce a quote and plan you design. We simple 
email over the plans and quote and then it up to you to decide your finish options and when to book your 
install date.

SERVICES WE OFFER:
Full Kitchen installs:
If you want a full complete new 
kitchen, we can handle the entire 
process for from design to fitting. 
We make high quality bespoke 
kitchens in house which we can fit 
for you meaning we can offer very 
competitive prices often beating 
the big high street names such as 
Howdens and Wren Kitchens.

Kitchen Makeovers:
If you want a quick simple and low 
cost way to revitalise your kitchen 
then this is it. Just simply changing 
kitchen doors, worktops, sink and 
taps can make a dramatic change 
to your kitchen.

Bathrooms:
We carry out full bathroom 
installs as well as en-suites and 
cloakrooms. Are trained team 
are specialists in plumbing, tiling 
and electrics meaning we can 
complete any job no matter of size.

Bedrooms:
From sliding doors to fully fitted 
wardrobes we can fit them all 
offering a wide variety of sizes 
styles and colours to meet your 
needs.
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How Do You Feel 
About Your Garden?

The Old Cottage Hospital
Leicester Road
Ashby de la Zouch
LE65 1DB

Is it old and tired and 
difficult to look after? 
Or is it bland and boring?
Do you wish you could 
entertain friends and family 
outside without feeling a bit 
ashamed? Or do you want 
a garden where you can just 
sit out and relax?

Your garden should be 
somewhere you love to be – 
a place to be proud of. 

We can make that 
happen for you.
I’m Anna Barker from Lush 
Garden Design, and we’ve 
been designing beautiful 
gardens since 2007. We’re 
experts in turning frustrating 
spaces into gardens that are 
lush and exciting, but also 
personal.

We’re based in Ashby de la 

Zouch in Leicestershire, and 
we work throughout the East 
Midlands and beyond. 

We’ve designed everything 
from low maintenance 
courtyards to rambling country 
estates. Whatever the size of 
your plot, we always make 
sure your dreams are at the 
heart of your new garden. 
We really listen and make 
sure your garden reflects your 
passions and your lifestyle.

As well as being award-
winning garden designers 
we’re also plant experts with 
our own nursery. Our planting 
designs will always give you 
year-round interest.

Take the first step towards 
enjoying your new garden. 
Book your initial consultation 
with Anna today on 
01530 449400 or visit our 
website for more information.

Tel: 01530 449400
lushgardendesign.co.uk

Make 2020 the year 
we bring your dream 
garden to life.

We were delighted from the very first meeting. 
Anna didn’t just design our garden – she designed 
our garden for us, taking into account our ideas 
but also using her imagination and experience 
to transform it into a beautiful space. Looking 
after our garden has changed from being a 
chore to a delight.
Mrs L C – Duffield

“

”



Bremont Co-Founders, Nick and Giles English 

ARGONAUT

Great Britain has arguably been home to more advances in horology 
than any other nation and Bremont is pivotal in reinvigorating this 
tradition with watches predominantly being designed, manufactured 
and hand-assembled in Henley-on-Thames, England. 

Founded in 2002, by brothers Nick & Giles English, Bremont (named 
after Antoine Bremont, the French farmer who kindly helped them 
after landing their 1930s biplane in one of his fi elds) was inspired by 
a love of aviation and a desire to create some of the world’s most 
beautifully crafted pilot’s watches. 

Bremont watches are a celebration of technology and precision, 
creating luxurious chronometer rated mechanical watches that are 
sure to appeal to every collector.

14 Corn Market, Derby DE1 1QH
01332 344 524
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Creating individual training programmes
for clients on a comprehensive range of

Pilates equipment.

Ideal for:
• INJURY REHABILITATION

• POSTURAL ISSUES
• SPORTS TRAINING

 – detailed approach, long lasting results.

 Tel: 01332 554551
The Old Stable Studios, Unit 1 Abbey Courtyard,

Darley Abbey, Derby. DE22 1DS

www.bodyinmindpilates.co.uk
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The Building
The Old Stable Studios and 
Wellness Suite are set in the historic 
and tranquil former stables of the 
old Darley Hall in Darley Abbey and 
form part of the Derwent Valley 
Mills World Heritage Site. The hall, 
outbuildings and Darley Park 
have been under the ownership 
of the local authority since 1931, 
although the hall was demolished 
in 1962. Long disused and awaiting 
attention, the Grade 2 Listed stables 
and bakehouse buildings had been 
empty and diminishing until the 
sympathetic redevelopment of 
the site in 2013/14.
Part funded from the Derby 
Regeneration Fund, local Heritage 
Developer Dr Tanya Spilsbury of 
DAS Sanctuary LLP, ensured the 
important historical elements 
of the buildings, both inside and 
out were refurbished to a high 

standard, using materials in 
keeping with the site’s heritage. 
Transformed into a series of eight 
units, on the edge of the beautiful 
and historic park grounds, situated 
around a central courtyard, the 
outbuildings house a range of 
small local businesses. The Old 
Stable Wellness studios retain 
many historical features and 
fittings including the original 
horse stalls and exposed beams 
that date back to the early 18th 
Century, some of which are 
rumored to have been from the 
old Abbey. Bathed in natural 
light the building provides a 
uniquely relaxing yet invigorating 
environment for clients to enjoy.

The Business:
Body in Mind Pilates was started 
by local businesswoman Louise 
Collinson in 2004 and was 

originally based at a small space in 
Vernon Street in Derby’s Friargate. 
Creating personal fitness and 
injury rehabilitation programmes 
for a range of clients on the 
specialised Pilates equipment 
with her team of three teachers, 
developed rapidly and became 
difficult to house in their small 
studio space. Working with 
DAS Sanctuary LLP  to create 
a conducive space in which to 
house the studio and give it room 
to develop, saw the transformation 
of the company to the Stables and 
Bakehouse in May 2014 and gave 
rise to the Body in Mind’s sister 
company Old Stable Wellness. 
At Body in Mind and Old Stable 
Wellness, there is a wide-ranging 
programme of activities that 
helps clients to start, maintain 
and support them on their 
journey to find a good health 
and wellbeing balance. Housed 
in the beautiful, historic space in 
Darley Park, the range of wellness 
activities help clients to find calm 
and relaxation as they exercise.
Learning to relax is important in 
this fast-moving and often stressful 
world. The release of unnecessary 
tension helps us to move more 
effectively, breathe better, expend 
less energy, make better and more 
focussed decisions.
The extensive and exciting range of 
classes, workshops, therapies and 
events, led by a highly experienced 
and dedicated team of practitioners 
means there is something fun and 
appropriate for everyone.

Rejuvenate:
In our studio programme which 
is designed to rehabilitate, 
rebalance, relax and reinvigorate: 

 ■ Open-up and gain 
understanding in Yoga. 

 ■ Re-align your posture and 
rehabilitate injuries in Pilates 
and our specialized Pilates 
Equipment Studio.  

 ■ Lengthen, strengthen and be 
inspired in Ballet Barre & Ballet 
Fit.

 ■ Challenge your core in Pilates 
Edge using all the latest small 
equipment. 

 ■ Suspend your body and 
push your practice in Bodhi 
Suspension Ropes.

 ■ Take an hour out, chill and 
release in Stretch & Relax.

There is a range of different styles 
and levels to suit everyone.

Re-align & Restore:
with therapists working from 
our Therapy Suite, offering a 
range of sessions, treatments 
and workshops to support 
injuries, postural issues, to help 
rehabilitate and relax; the perfect 
to compliment your practice. 

Re-energise & 
Celebrate Wellness:
Whether you are young or old, 
fit or have some medical issues, 
join our community and benefit 
from our regular workshop 
programme, designed to re-
energise the body and soul:

 ■ A Breath of Fresh Air - Outdoor 
Summer Programme - classes 
and workshops especially 
programmed in the tranquil 
Butterfly Garden in Darley 
Park.

 ■ Wellbeing Weeks, each Spring 
and Autumn promoting 
wellness, including: free 
taster workshops, restorative 
sessions and therapies. 

 ■ Stretch & Relax, Candlelit 
Restorative and Mindful 
Meditation Sessions to help 
de-stress from general worries 
and physical strains. Learn ways 
to relax, be mindful and develop 
a peaceful physical practice.

Breathing new life and purpose into the former Darley Hall’s 
disused Stables and Bakehouse in Darley Abbey.
Working with clients with a wide range of wellness needs, Body in Mind Pilates and Old Stable 
Wellness are based at the re-purposed stables in Darley Park, helping clients take time out to 
re-connect and re-build body, mind and spirit.

Contact us on: 01332 554551 or www.bodyinmindpilates.co.uk  
for more information or advice as to which activity is right for you or 
simply call into our studio for an informal chat and the opportunity 
to look at our beautiful building. We look forward to seeing you.
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www.dreamdoors.co.uk

To book a home visit call  

01332 290600 
or visit the Derby Showroom: 
20 The Strand, Derby, DE1 1BE

NEW LIFE 
FOR OLD KITCHENS!

JUST REPLACE THE  
DOORS AND WORKTOPS

Before

THE UK’s #1 KITCHEN
MAKEOVER SPECIALISTS
QUALITY KITCHEN MAKEOVERS
BY LOCAL PROFESSIONALS
• From simple door replacements to complete
   fitted kitchens
• Fully installed by local professionals in just a few days
• Choose from a large selection of doors, worktops
   and appliances
• All waste removed. All work guaranteed.



WHITE PEAK WEALTH MANAGEMENT LTD
Partner Practice of St. James’s Place Wealth Management

Tel: 01773 828768  |  Email: whitepeak@sjpp.co.uk  
Web: www.whitepeakwm.co.uk
30A Town Street, Duffield, Derbyshire, DE56 4EH

Prudent financial planning should cater for the needs of all the 
members of a family, from the youngest to the oldest.

A DV E RT I S I N G  F E AT U R E

T H E  G E N E R AT I O N  G A M E

When the Queen turned 93 on 21 April 2019, 
she served as a very public reminder of how much 
longer, as a society, we are living. In her own 
family, four generations are now all alive at the 
same time, from the Queen herself down to her 
latest great-grandchild. An increasing number of 
families now find themselves in the same position, 
which has implications for financial planning.
 
As a nonagenarian, Her Majesty is far from alone. 
The number of people over 90 years old rose 
by 39% between 2007 and 2017, according to 
a report published by the Office for National 
Statistics (ONS) in 2018.1 

A further ONS report states, by 2037, the UK’s 
65 years and over age group could reach 24% 
of the whole population - a marked increase in 
the 18.2% figure recorded in 2017.2 Another 
key theme is how we manage our wealth against  
the backdrop of a growing generational wealth gap.
 
For those born after the Second World War and 
in the 1950s, the economy of their working years 
was benign and kind to them; but it was less so 
for those born in the 1980s and 1990s – the so-
called ‘millenials’ – who are finding it harder to 
get jobs and to get onto the property ladder. It 
means many parents are having to support their 
children financially well into their adult lives.

While our children are struggling with their 
finances, our parents are living longer. This has 

led to an increase in the need for long-term care, 
which is likely to be financed from accumulated 
savings, selling the family home or with support 
from younger generations.

St. James’s Place provides a range of family-
oriented financial products and services, enabling 
families to work collaboratively to support 
each other across the generations. Financial 
support need not be in the form of a handout; it  
can become an integral part of generational 
financial planning.

Whether you would like to help your children 
onto the housing ladder, contribute to a 
grandchild’s education or wedding, or help 
your parents with later-life planning, careful 
consideration can ensure your wealth works 
harder for all your family without putting your 
own security and retirement comfort at risk.

1  ONS – births, deaths and marriages  
data, September 2018

2  ONS, Overview of the UK population: 
November 2018

Simon Dixon and Simon Annable
Directors of White Peak Wealth Management

Between us, we have over 40 years of experience 
in the wealth management industry. We met in 
2001 when we were both focused on providing 
mortgage and protection advice. We built up a 
good professional relationship over the years 
and in 2009 we decided to join forces and 
work together with the shared common goal 
of striving to provide sound financial advice to 
individuals and business owners.

We specialise in providing face to face expert 
advice in investment and retirement planning at 
our offices in Duffield or, if you prefer, at your 
home or workplace. 

We are committed to helping each of our clients 
realise their financial aspirations by building a 
long term relationship based on trust and an 
in-depth understanding of each client’s unique 
financial circumstances. It is no coincidence that 
most of our new clients come to us as a personal 
recommendation by existing clients.

For further information, or to arrange a no 
obligation meeting, please phone us on 01773 
828768 or email at whitepeak@sjpp.co.uk.

White Peak Wealth Management Ltd is an Appointed Representative of and represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority)  
for the purpose of advising solely on the group’s wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products.  

The ‘St. James’s Place Partnership’ and the titles ‘Partner’ and ‘Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.
H2SJP0095 01/20

TRANSFERRING ASSETS  

FROM ONE GENERATION TO 

THE OTHER IS  BECOMING 

MUCH MORE COMMON.

White Peak Wealth Management Ltd  |  9
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ART GALLERY

WORK BY INTERNATIONALLY 
ACCLAIMED ARTISTS, JAMES PRESTON, 
COLIN HALLIDAY, JAMES BRERETON 

AND MORE.
PUTTING THE “FINE” BACK INTO FINE ART.

Opening Hours: Sunday & Monday Closed, 
Tuesday till Saturday 10am till 4pm 
7 Bridge Street, Belper DE56 1AY

Telephone: 01773 827508  Mobile: 07432 524 083 
Email: jill.underwood59@gmail.com

www.duffieldartgallery.co.uk
Follow us on  @duffieldart
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www.heldreich.com

Telephone: 
01335 360 114 
Mobile: 
07990 583 326
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PST Joinery Ltd
Unit 9 Perkins Yard, Mansfield Road, Derby, DE21 4AW

Telephone: 07538 836322  Email: pstjoinery@sky.com

PST Joinery Ltd

www.pstjoinery.co.uk

“ Our aim is to deliver a comprehensive quality joinery 
service, competitively priced with a guaranteed 
professional and yet personal approach from 
beginning to end.

    Take advantage of our FREE Quotation 
service and contact us today to discuss 
your joinery requirements.”

Paul S Taylor
“Making 

Wood 
Work”

PST Joinery Ltd provides over 25 years joinery 
experience and is proud to be a member of the 
Guild of Master Craftsmen. Offering a wide variety 
of joinery services with the assurance of City and 
Guilds Advanced Level of Joinery and Carpentry 
qualified craftsmen.
Based in the centre of Derby, 
we deliver nationwide quality 
work that has been hand crafted 
to your specific requirements. 
We are continually working with 
manufacturers, commercial and 
domestic clients, developing 
their ideas and turning them 
into reality.

Our services include;
 ■ Manufacturing joinery 

contracts 
 ■ Gates both manual and 

automated 
 ■ Kitchens 
 ■ Staircases
 ■ Bespoke items of furniture
 ■ Windows 
 ■ Doors
 ■ Conservatories 
 ■ Skirting, flooring & architrave
 ■ Porches
 ■ Fencing
 ■ Decking

Over the years we have 
established and developed 
good relationships with 
our clients through regular 
communication from the onset 
of their project to completion 
so that the end result is just as 
they had dreamt. 

Versatility makes PST Joinery 
Ltd the perfect choice for a 
wide range of customers, 
whilst our excellent reputation, 
craftsmanship and experience 
have provided assurance and 
confidence to our long list of 
loyal clients. 

Please visit our website, 
Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Instagram and Yell pages 
to view our gallery, 
read reviews from our 
customers and discover 
more about our offering. 
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01332 647366 | 07771 642109
adam.smith@oltco.co.uk  |  www.oltco.co.uk

Oltco, the UK’s leading sustainable resin driveway specialist, has launched in Derby ran 
by local businessman Adam Smith. Oltco will be delivering premium resin bound solutions 
ideal for driveways, pathways and patios.

Features of Oltco resin bound surfacing include:  
 ■ Porous technology designed to drain surface water 
 ■ Anti-slip finish perfect for icy weather conditions
 ■ A low maintenance and durable product which restricts weed growth 
 ■ A range of colour blends available to suit your property
 ■ A 20-year warranty on all installations
 ■ Installation can often be completed in one day to minimise disruption

Each resin bound driveway can also be customised with patterns, symbols 
and borders to create a truly bespoke finish.
Exclusive to Oltco, “recycle bound” was developed in-house and is a unique 
innovation made from single use plastic such as straws, drink bottles and food 
packaging.  For every customer; Adam carries out a face-to-face consultation, 
oversees installation and performs a quality inspection following completion.
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William ‘Quaker’ Pegg
1775 - 1851

Whilst delving amongst records held here at the Derby Local Studies and Family 
History Library, local author George Drury uncovered the remarkable story of 
William ‘Quaker’ Pegg. 

During the late 18th and early 19th century William Pegg worked at the Derby 
China Works, becoming a highly regarded china painter. Using the papers in the 
library left by Pegg, we can obtain a first-hand account of his decision to commit 
to the Quaker faith. How an accomplished artist became a corner-shop keeper, 
as he struggled to reconcile his passion and talent for painting with his beliefs.

Shown here is an example of Pegg’s work from circa 
1800, during the first period of his employment at the 
Derby China Works. Reproduced with kind permission 
of Mr G Drury ©
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Born the son of a gardener in 1775, Pegg, like many of his contemporaries, 
started work at an early age. He worked from the age of 10 in an ‘earthen ware 
manufactory’, before at fourteen becoming an apprentice painter; studying it 
as an ‘Art’ for the first time. He describes having great enthusiasm for his work 
and how he ‘thought of being a Master’.

During his life William Pegg was employed at the Derby China Works for two periods. 
Showed here is an engraving of the Works around the time Pegg was employed there.

William Pegg the Quaker was, in the opinion of the 
writer, the finest flower painter to have learnt or 
practised his art at the Derby China Manufactory, 
and indeed in the ceramic industry as a whole.

J. Twitchett, historian of Derby’s china and porcelain industry.

‘‘

’’
Continued 

over...
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William ‘Quaker’ Pegg
1775 - 1851

Pegg’s enthusiasm for his work did not last. From the age of nineteen he began to 
explore his religious faith, drifting away from the Calvinism of his father, to attend 
various churches before having a fateful encounter with ‘the people called Quakers’. 
He describes how ‘a complete revolution now took place in his mind’ and that ‘all his 
studies in the art of painting were of no use, God required him to give all up!’

Following his conversion, Pegg would radically alter his life. He quit his job at the 
China Works and even broke off a relationship with a young woman because of her 
refusal to convert. For the next twelve years he would earn a living as a stocking-
maker, albeit a poor one, as he refused to add decorative trimmings.

A new Meeting-House for Quaker’s was built by 1808. Pegg contributed the tiny 
sum of five shillings towards its construction. The Meeting-house is still in use today, 
located on St Helen’s Street.
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Pegg returned to the China Works in 1813. He described his return to painting as ‘a 
new creation’, but continued to struggle to resolve it with his faith, believing ‘it was 
beyond all doubts that God was requiring this sacrifice’. After another seven years 
in the China Works, Pegg resolved, even though he now had a wife depending 
on him and ‘no particular opening’, that he still needed to make the ‘sacrifice’. 
He uses the following biblical quotation as justification for his decision ‘Cursed 
be the man that maketh any graven image or molten image, which things are 
an Abomination unto the Lord…’

author of ‘The Old Derby China Factory‘, and famed Victorian china and enamel painter. 

Cake Dish circa 1813-20. Reproduced with kind 
permission of Mr G Drury ©

As a painter of flowers, insects, feathers, and autumnal foliage he was 
unequalled at that time…His colouring was true to nature, his touch firm 
without hardness, and the true character which he gave to whatever he 
painted must have been the result of hard study and careful practice.

J. Haslem

‘‘
’’

Continued 
over...
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William ‘Quaker’ Pegg
1775 - 1851

The Genius of Roses – 1848
There are Roses of various hues 
Of pale yellow, of red, or red-blues 
And in nature the smooth China Rose 
That keeps pace with the Moon, when it blows

Rosa Mundys with stripes all across 
Dwarfs and Majors and those fringed with moss 
Multifloras with prickles all fild 
And the shrubbery Roses half wild

This rich group of sweet flowers is seen 
In their beauty with foliage green 
In his wisdom, the Lord hath designed 
To prefigure the states of mankind

The true characters there will appear 
Which wills show their advance in his fear 
Through the various grades into light 
By their changes from black unto white

Thus the churches of Christ may be known 
By their forms, and this colour and tone 
Jesus Christ is, of Sharon, the Rose 
And the purest of any that grows

Yet they all are accepted of God 
Who have born, with sweet patience, his Rod 
Notwithstanding their colour and size 
They, in Jesus, to glory will rise

In his book ‘Quaker Pegg’ George Drury makes the following observation on Pegg’s 
life and work; ‘What we see is the outcome of a painful struggle to deny his 
instincts and to suppress a vision because the process of trying to communicate 
it would become a wholly self-satisfying substitute for true worship.’

Pegg would spend the rest of his life running a corner-shop on Nottingham Road 
with his wife. He died in 1851 at the age of 76, only a few years after his wife. It was 
during this period in his latter years that Pegg would write down his story as well 
as writing prose and poetry. Among these is a poem written after his wife’s passing, 
that while still religious in theme, returned in part to the subject of his previous life 
as a china painter - flowers.

Copies of George Drury’s book are available to purchase at the Derby Local 
Studies and Family History Library.

Further reading:
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J. Barrie Sheard FCIEH
October 18th 1934 – January 22nd 2020

Old Derbeian Society

Barrie Sheard has written a 
number of articles for this 
magazine about the history of 
Derby Grammar School in the 
times when it was at St. Helen’s 
House in King Street, Derby. Since 
September 2010 he had been 
Archivist for the Old Derbeian 
Society (ODS), which was set 
up in 1911, so that Derby School 
Alumni could keep in touch. He 
was incentivised, by what he’d 

discovered about 
Derby School, 
to pass on that 
knowledge in an 
interesting way. He 
also wrote articles 
for the Bygones 
pages of the Derby 
Telegraph in the 
hopes that former 
pupils would 
be inspired to 
contact him with 
memorabilia and 
personal memories 
and in some cases 
identify people in the 
many photographs 
accumulated in his 
time as Archivist. 
As a result, we have 
over 50 memoirs of 
old boys of their time 
at Derby School.

Barrie passed away 
suddenly on January 
22nd, 2020 after 
a very short illness 

at the Royal Derby Hospital. His 
daughter Barbara writes: “Barrie, 
our dad loved life, was always 
positive and in for an adventure. 
He certainly wasn’t one for morbid 
chatter, propaganda or any hanging 
onto the negative aspects of life. 
Life was to explore and enjoy, to 
move forward making a difference 
to improve life… until it’s our time to 
leave. He wasn’t one for attention 

and wasn’t really bothered about 
any farewell celebration. He had, 
years before, arranged for his 
body to go to scientific research/
study at Nottingham University not 
wanting any fuss, any funeral or 
to be any bother! My sister and I 
thought otherwise and wanted to 
throw a farewell celebration in his 
honour. To be with our Dad and 
best mate for one last time with 
as many of his friends and family 
that could make it. We wanted to 
share memories with his family and 
friends, to remember him in all his 
glory and give him a good send off! 
At quite short notice, we arranged 
a beautiful space in our local pub, 
The Broadway, Derby and threw 
a beautiful party for him.”

Barrie was born John Barrie Sheard 
on October 18th, 1934 in Derby and 
lived on Shardlow Road, Alvaston 
with his parents George and 
Marjorie. He attended Alvaston and 
Boulton Infants and Junior School, 
after a mix up, where the Council 
incorrectly allocated him a place at 
Wyndham Street School. This was 
rectified many weeks later. 

Barrie was at school during World 
War II, carrying his gas mask at all 
times, and he had to practice 
diving under the desk should a 
bomb drop nearby. In 1942 his 

Continued over
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J. Barrie Sheard FCIEH
October 18th 1934 – January 22nd 2020

father was conscripted into the 
Royal Marines, so his mother used 
to knit jumpers to earn some extra 
money. In his memories of this time 
Barrie recalled the time they built 
an Anderson Shelter at the bottom 
of the garden. In Barrie’s words, 
“The idea was to dig a deep hole 
4 feet or more deep and place the 
corrugated iron into the hole. And 
then cover the top of the shelter 
with 2 feet or more of soil. You 
stepped down into this and were 
supposed to sit in there whenever 
the sirens went. Taking with you 
warm clothing, torches, flasks of 
drinks etc. The problem with this 
was that within weeks the shelter 
soon filled up with water from the 
surrounding ground. A complete 
waste of time and effort and it was 
soon abandoned. The next thing 
was that a huge brick wall was built 
by the Council as a blast wall right 
outside the French window at the 
rear of the house. This was soon 
followed by the delivery of a huge 
heavy metal shelter, called the 
Morrison Shelter, which had wire 
fencing clipped on, and a family of 
3 or 4 could sleep in that whenever 
there was an all-night raid on. This 
shelter also doubled as a dining 
table as it took up much of the back-
living room. However, when night 
bombing started all of us would 
go next door and go into their rear 
outhouse which they had fitted up 
as a shelter with extra reinforcement 
below the flat concrete roof. I can 
recall lying above where the adults 
were sitting on a sort of large shelf 
covered with blankets. Hearing the 

German bombers coming over with 
their out of synch engines must 
have been awful for the adults, 
but as a lad of 6, 7 or 8 it was an 
exciting time. Hearing bombs drop 
over Elvaston and Spondon was 
awful but for a lad a memory I have 
never forgotten.”

In the spring of 1945, Barrie, along 
with his classmates, took a bus 
to Bemrose School on Uttoxeter 
Road to sit the 11+ examination. 
In his own words Barrie says he 
was fortunate to pass the 11+ 
examination and had a choice of 
going to Bemrose School, where 
two of his uncles had attended, 
or Derby Grammar School in 
King Street, Derby, which his 
dad thought was better because 
it had “a far longer and better 
history”. So, Barrie started at Derby 
Grammar School in September 
1945 and remained there until 
October 1950. Barrie recalled, 
“The School was very strict with 
its uniform policy and school caps 
with a larger than usual peak had 

to be worn travelling to and from 
school. In the more senior forms, 
during my time at school, some of 
the boys wore straw boaters.” 

Barrie was impressed with the 
School’s sports facility at Parker’s 
Piece on City Road. Not being 
much into ball sports at the 
time, due to him having to wear 
spectacles, Barrie found a love for 
rowing at which he excelled. He 
joined the Derby School Rowing 
Club and after leaving school 
joined Derby Rowing Club. His 
proudest moment was in 1953 
when he rowed in the “Novice 
Fours” for the McGowran Cup, 
which they won. In his last two 
years at Derby School his father, 
who was a keen cricketer, took on 
the voluntary role of coaching the 
Derby School 1st and 2nd XI, such 
was the success of his coaching he 
received many mentions of thanks 
in the School Magazine.    

Continued on page 48



Valley CIDS are an independent Christian 
charity based in Derbyshire, committed to 
serving children, young people and families 
through outreach work in schools and the 
wider community.
A vital part of funding to help with our work is generated through our 
Lighthouse charity shops. Our retail portfolio consists of 36 shops 
including specialist Vintage and Retro, Designer and Bridal along with 
our fun loving children’s shops!
We pride our image on innovation and creativity to stand ahead of 
competitors in a competitive industry. Charity shopping has become 
hugely popular over recent years driving towards a more sustainable 
future recycling and reusing pre-loved goods.
Helping your local charity AND caring for your environment. It’s a WIN 
WIN if you ask us!
Our newest venture is our Boutique Lighthouse in Matlock town centre. 
The quirky shop is profiled to the picturesque busy town, full of clothing, 
accessories, bric a brac and much more! All of our shops have recently 
launched Autumn Winter stock and our Christmas goods will be landing 
in a few weeks’ time in preparation for the festive season!
We don’t just stop there… Our second shop in Matlock is what customers 
describe as a ‘children’s wonderland!’ The specialist children’s shop is 
bursting full of toys, games, specialist equipment, clothing and much 
more. Both shops are situated in the town centre.
All of our shops are profiled to their areas and we encourage donations 
either over the door or we can collect furniture. To find out more about 
donating furniture please call: 01773 851352 and we will be happy to help!
In 2018 we launched our first Donation and Distribution warehouse in 
Riddings. Out of this main hub runs a fleet of 5 vans, 7 days per week 
servicing our retail portfolio. The dedicated team at the warehouse work 
hard to help meet the needs of staff, volunteers and members of the 
public. If you would like to find our more please contact us! You can also 
visit the warehouse to buy goods direct.
If the hustle and bustle is more for you when it comes to shopping, 
why not visit our Derby Lighthouse in the heart of the City Centre. Adam 
and his amazing team there won the ‘Winter Wonderland’ best dressed 
window last year… Keep your eyes peeled to see what they have up their 
sleeve this year! For all your Glitz and Glam party wear at half the price!
Our specialist bridal and designer boutique ‘Purple Robes’ on Alfreton 
High Street also have quality designer outfits for all occasions. Dena and 
her team will spend that extra time with you to complete your shopping 
experience with us.
For a full list of our Lighthouse shops please visit our website: 
www.valleycids.co.uk or why not follow us on Facebook and Instagram 
@lighthousecharityshops
If you would like to find out more about our work or could help us in 
any way contact Harriet Webster, Head of Retail Sales and Marketing 
on 07484052751 or email harriet@valleycids.co.uk

01773 609603
Valley CiDS, 13-14 The Green, Swanwick, 
Alfreton, Derbyshire, DE55 1BL

www.valleycids.co.uk
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Most people only consider their material assets 
when it comes to making a Will. Houses, cars, 
savings, personal possessions, etc. are all high on 
the list of things to gift or assign should you pass 
away. But what happens to all our online assets 
and accounts, i.e. our ‘Digital Estate’?

This can include things like photos 
on our mobile phones, facebook 
pages, and online accounts for a 
whole range of social media apps 
and websites. In most cases there 
may only be content in your Digital 
Estate, e.g. postings, emails, and 
pictures. But increasingly people 
have financial assets that are purely 
online such as betting and gambling 
accounts, paid for gaming apps, and 
cryptocurrencies e.g. bitcoin.
So should we be including 
information on all of these accounts 
and assets in our Will? If the answer 
is yes, then what information should 
we list?
There are really two essential things 
that everyone should think seriously 
about:

 ■ Should I be keeping a list of all 
online, digital and social media 
accounts, and where should I be 
keeping this list?

 ■ What do I want to happen to 
these accounts when I pass 
away?

In answer to the first question then 
we recommend that everybody 
keeps an up-to-date and detailed list 
of their Digital Estate. This can be 
a simple list including just the name 
of the account, the website address, 
and possibly even your account 
name (i.e. your name as it appears 
to everyone, for example, email 
address, facebook name or twitter 
name). This is all effectively in the 

public domain anyway, so keeping a 
list is not a security issue.
At Else Solicitors we ask all our Wills 
& Probate clients if they would like 
to keep a list of their Digital Estate 
with their Will (and if necessary in 
storage with us). This will then help 
the executors manage both your 
traditional estate and your digital 
estate in the event of your passing 
away.
Note that I’ve not mentioned 
passwords yet! And there is good 
reason for this, which brings me on to 
the second point in relation to what 
happens to accounts when someone 
passes away.
You may think that it would be 
perfectly acceptable for a next of 
kin or executor of a Will to go into a 
mobile phone or online account for 
somebody who has passed away. 
But at the moment this is illegal, and 
Under the Computer Misuse Act 
1990 it may be a criminal offence for 
someone else to use your password, 
even if you have died.
Unfortunately this is an area where 
the law has not quite caught up with 
technology and it will not be long 
no doubt before changes are made 
and guidelines set as more and 
more cases are heard. The other 
difficulty is that it every website / 
social media site appears to have a 
different procedure for registering 
and dealing with the death of a user. 
So you cannot rely on being able 

to take the same action every time. 
At the moment it is simply a case of 
finding out what the procedure is for 
that particular site and following it 
carefully.
As a result we do not recommend 
keeping passwords in your Digital 
Estate list. Even if they were included, 
then executors or next of kin would 
in theory not be legally allowed to 
access them directly. What they 
should do is contact the account or 
service provider and inform them of 
your death and any instructions you 
left in your Will.
You should also think about what 
you want to happen with those 
accounts after your death – are 
they to be closed down and the 
contents deleted? Or the contents 
passed on as far as they are able to 
be?  You may even find that you do 
not actually ‘own’ the contents of an 
account – such as with a provider like 
iTunes – your contract with them is 
simply a licence to listen to the music. 
You do not ‘own’ it.
Many social media pages can be 
memorialised after someone dies – 
would you want this to be done? 
Making a Will and thinking about your 
death is never an easy thing to do, 
but in this digital world it is important 
to consider your Digital Estate just as 
much as any other asset you own. 
At Else Solicitors we encourage all of 
our clients to think about their Digital 
Estate and provide a document 
template for them to complete and 
keep alongside their Will.
For more information on Digital 
Estates and what to do with them 
in relation to your Will, then please 
contact Kathryn Caple, Head of Wills 
and Probate at Else Solicitors, by 
email: kathryn.caple@elselaw.co.uk 
or directly on 01283 526230.

What happens to email, 
social media, and other online 
accounts when someone dies?
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MEET THE TEAM
Kathryn Caple
Kathryn specialises in and 
heads up Wills and Probate. 
Kathryn has been working 
as a private client solicitor 
since qualification and is 
also a member of the 
Society for Trust and Estate 
Practitioners (STEP).

She is an active member of the Etwall & Hilton 
Rotary Club and is a keen viola player, having 
performed with the Nottingham Symphony 
Orchestra. She enjoys reading and is a board 
game enthusiast when her children give her time!

Tel: 01283 526230 
Email: Kathryn.caple@elselaw.co.uk

Imogen D’Arcy
Imogen has a law degree 
and a Legal Practice 
Certificate, both of 
which were obtained at 
Swansea University. 
Prior to beginning her 
Training Contract Imogen 
worked at Else Solicitors 

as a Paralegal in the Debt Recovery Department, 
and has also worked within the commercial 
property department of a top 5 global law firm. 
Imogen joined the Wills & Probate team as 
a qualified Solicitor in January 2020.

Imogen enjoys walking her dogs as well as 
spending time with her family and friends. 
She also enjoys travelling.
Tel: 01283 526202 
Email: imogen.darcy@elselaw.co.uk

“ Else Solicitors Wills department 
dealt with my wife and my Will in 
a sensitive manner which left both 
my wife and I feeling relieved 
that at the end of our lives all our 
intended plans will be carried out. 
We could have brought one of 
those do-it-yourself Will kits but 
we would always have worried 
would it be found and would it 
be written properly. With Else 
Solicitors we have complete 
peace of mind and would 
definitely recommend them 
to anyone else.”

Peter and Jane 
Hodson

“ I have used Kathryn Caple at 
Else Solicitors for my Estate 
Planning requirements and would 
highly recommend her services. 
She was extremely patient with 
me and dealt with my rather 
complex needs. I found her to be 
knowledgeable, courteous and 
professional. I am very reassured 
that she has put in place all that is 
required.”

Susie Owen, Curious Guys

“ I was really impressed that 
Kathryn came to see us at home 
to discuss our Wills and also at 
the signing stage. Everything was 
clearly explained. 
Thank you.”

Isabel Wilson
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Assistopia

Letter / email writing, data 
entry, spreadsheets, updating 

or maintaining CRMs, debt
or finance management, 
invoicing and research.

As a freelance Business 
Support Manager I can 
free up your time, by 
doing the following:

Are you looking 
for help with 
your day-to-day 
admin duties?

10% discount* on your first 
month with promotion code: 

ASSIST

Get in touch for a free 
no obligation consultation.
andrea@assistopia.com

07983 483441

assistopia.com

*Terms & conditions apply

Not just a magazine!...

...more a 
way of life

DerbeianTHE

Email 
chris@3vmedia.uk 

or call 
07841 474758 

to receive printed copies 
of the next 4 issues.

(Postage included in the price).

 on Facebook @TheDerbeian
 on Twitter @TheDerbeian
 on Instagram @derbeian

We appreciate your 
readership, we would 
be grateful if you can 

recommend us to 
friends, colleagues 

and business contacts.

www.thederbeian.com



The same attention to detail applies 
throughout. A small project is still 
the most important project to the 
client and is treated as such. Other 
projects undertaken have included 
many industrial and commercial 
schemes such as nursing homes, 
nurseries, purpose designed 
industrial buildings, offices, flats and 
a recently completed Veterinary 
clinic in Ashbourne.

Woore: Watkins Limited is a small, long established 
family business that prides itself in offering a 
friendly personal service no matter the size of 
the project.
The company was formed in 1947 
by Peter Woore. Peter’s family 
background was steeped in 
architecture and the arts, and he 
quickly established himself working 
from the family home on Friar Gate. 
The company is still there today. 
He became well known for his arts 
and crafts style, and ‘Peter Woore’ 
houses are as much in demand today 
as when they were originally built.

The company has gone through a 
number of changes over the years. 
When Peter became ill a partnership 
was formed, The Peter Woore 
Watkins Partnership. Haydn Watkins 
had started working at the practice 
at fifteen while still at school. It was 
his driving ambition to become 
an architect, and he duly qualified 
in 1989, the same year as the 
partnership was formed. With Peter’s 
death the business was run by Ian 

Woore his son, who also followed in 
the family tradition of architecture, 
together with Haydn. Ian has his 
own distinctive style being highly 
creative but well-grounded in the 
practical skills.

As Ian progressed towards retirement 
the running of the company fell to 
Haydn, who is still practicing today, 
upholding the traditional values of the 
company adding his ethos. History 
repeated itself when an Ashbourne 
builder asked if his son could do his 
experience with the company whilst 
training at university. Needless to say 
he now works closely with Haydn 
ensuring the company maintains its 
distinctive style and personal service. 

The company specialises in 
domestic projects from the smallest 
extension to one off houses and 
small housing development. 

Address: 
The Hartington Suite, 
Ednaston Park, 
Painters Lane, 
Ednaston, 
Derbyshire DE6 3FA

Telephone: 
01335 818088

Email: 
info@woorewatkins.co.uk

“  Woore: Watkins Limited is proud to 
have contributed to the architectural 
landscape of Derby and the 
surrounding areas and looks forward 
to continuing to serve the local people 
with their distinctive style and values 
coupled with personal service to suit 
every client. ” Haydn Watkins
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Steve Frost C O N S E R V A T O R I E S

Before After



Steve Frost C O N S E R V A T O R I E S

Before After

Tel: 01283 701458
Email: steve@villagec.co.uk

Willington, Derby

www.stevefrostconservatories.co.uk

Family ran business with over 40 years experience
FREE 

10 years
insurance backed 

guarantee on all jobs from
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We cover any aspect of adaption – 
from fitting simple mobility aids, to full 
conversion to sealed and safe wetrooms.

Darley Abbey 
Village Stores

Homemade cakes, sandwiches 
and 

savouries now available

NEWSAGENT, OFF LICENCE 
AND GENERAL STORE

Goldswan 
Home Adaptions

 ■ Bespoke adaption of existing facilities to your 
changing needs.

 ■ Family run business aiming to improve the lives 
of elderly and disabled people.

 ■ More than 10 years experience in the sector, 
offering bespoke solutions to your individual 
requirements.

Darren Golding: 07967 638616
Goldswan Home Adaptions

WET ROOMS • BATHROOMS • KITCHENS

www.goldswanhomeadaptions.com

An excellent range of wines and beers and local produce including honey and ice-cream

Open 
6-9 daily

7a Abbey Lane, Darley Abbey

Tel: 01332 551247

Stockists for

Darley Abbey Cider 
Company
White Peak Distillery, 
Bluebell Dairy
Derventio
Shiny
Derby Brewing Company 
English Wine Project
Barry Fitch Butchers

Now serving freshly ground 
coffee and hot chocolate

    Classic Painters

Call Richard on:

07976 240130 
01283 535705 

or email: classicpainters@btinternet.com

Quality where it matters since 1984.

Professional 
decorating service, 

with attention 
to detail.

Testimonials available on request.

Local professionals
for your ornamental
and amenity trees

ABBEY
TREE CARE

Call today
Tel: 01335 370491

Mobile: 07850 028212
Part of the Woodside Group

Est. over

25
years

Specialists in pruning, 
planting and maintenance
Felling, conifer reduction, 
hedge cutting

Emergency service
for dangerous trees
Hort/Arb qualified
and trained
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Call: 07765 404356
Email: jonathan@jhcreative.co.uk

Jonathan Horne is proud to be the designer of  Derbeian THE

 magazine

jhcreative.co.uk

Freelance Graphic Design 
solutions for Print, Digital 

and Online

Freelance Graphic Design Let’s discuss 
your ideas 

over a coffee

Brand 
Identity

Full branding, refresh 
or simply a logo device. 
Brand guidelines and 

development and 
implimentation for print 

and digital.

Concept, artwork and 
layout to full creative 

graphic design, 
illustration, packaging 

and exhibition.

Email design and 
campaign management. 

CMS web design 
and hosting. Digital 

interactive documents.

Graphic 
Design

Digital 
and Online
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WHAT IS CBD AND 
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Also known as Cannabidiol, CBD is 
a cannabinoid that is extracted from 
the industrial hemp plant. CBD is 
often associated with a slight mood 
or energy uplift, and with more and 
more people enjoying its benefits, 
the popularity and rise of CBD 
continues to grow.

CBD affects the endocannabinoid system in 
the human body, which comprises of lipid-
based neurotransmitters, Also known as the 
ECS, its role is to bind to the receptors of 
cannabinoids that are scattered throughout 
the central nervous system.

The endocannabinoid system produces 
cannabinoids naturally to regulate different 
aspects of our nervous system, but by boosting 
our system with an external cannabinoid like 
CBD, we can increase the positive effects within 
the endocannabinoid system.

There are many different options available 
for administering CBD. It can be taken in 
the form of an extract, a drink or an edible, 
an e-juice, or even applied to the skin as 
a topical lotion. There have been various 
scientific studies conducted which back up 
the benefits of taking CBD.

You can find us online at 
www.cbdgo.uk
CBDgo Ltd is an online-only family run 
business located in Aston-on-Trent, rural 
Derbyshire, that specializes in hemp-based 
edible products containing CBD.
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OLIVE TREE

6a Albion Street, Derby DE1 2PR

The

Cafe

The owners and the staff at the newly 
opened Olive Tree Café on Albion Street 
in Derby are waiting to welcome you 
into our new café. It has 100 seats and 
is open 7 days a week and we cater for 
a wide age range with a diverse menu 
but the basic meals are all good old 
fashioned English cuisine which are all 
homemade and we pride ourselves in 
the fact that we source the ingredients 
as locally as possible therefore keeping 
the business in the area.

The owners have had other establishments 
in the town centre from as far back as 
1976 and feel that carrying on with the 
theme of Traditional English food in a 
relaxed atmosphere is still required in 
the city centre, after all there arent many 
places left in Derby where you can get 
this variety of high quality homemade 
food for the prices that we can offer.

We offer various breakfasts from Bacon 
and Sausage rolls to The Full English 
breakfast and bigger and we don’t just 
serve these in the morning they are 
available all day every day as we do all 
our meals.

Our more traditional meals include 
homemade Cottage Pie, Steak Pie, 
Braised Steak, Liver and bacon, 
Casseroles and traditional Roast 

dinners just to name a few and once 
again these are all served all day.

Some of the specials that we do on 
a weekly basis include a two filling 
breakfast roll before 11.00am for £1.99, 
we have Fish on a Friday and we also 
do OAP meals which includes bread and 
butter and a tea or coffee for only £5.75. 
There are plenty of reasons for you to 
make that first visit to The Olive Tree 
Café and we will do everything in our 
powers to make sure you have a positive 
experience so you have no hesitation 
in returning.

Once again our establishment has 
gained a five star review from the local 
Environmental Health Dept which means 
all our customers can enter secure in 
the knowledge that we keep the highest 
standards attainable when it comes to 
conforming with all the regulatory bodies 
and are prepared to go that bit further 
to ensure all our customers have a first 
class experience when they visit us.

We can cater for parties of up to 20 and 
we also provide a free delivery service 
to  St Peters quarter and the Cathedral 
quarter addresses at most times of the 
day. We also provide a service to local 
offices and shops where we can supply 
sandwich platters or small buffets.
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    Classic Painters

Classic Painters

Call Richard on:

07976 240130 
01283 535705 

or email: classicpainters@btinternet.com

Quality where it matters since 1984.

Professional 
decorating service, 

with attention 
to detail.

Professional decorating service

Testimonials available on request.



Derby Rowing Club, situated at the South entrance to Darley Park, was founded 
141 years ago in May 1879. From its original conception by a few gentlemen the club 
has evolved to the thriving club we know today. We have chronicled a few of the 
significant points in the clubs formative years 1879 to 1906.
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An article in the Derby Mercury records the event that a new rowing club had 
been started. In fact the club was formed at a meeting held at the Bridge Inn, 
St Mary’s Bridge, on Tuesday May 13th 1879 and it appears to have been the 
conception of a few young members of a Conservative Club over the premises of 
what were then Wrights the bacon people in Albert Street. Those present included 
W Brookes and A Newson from Midlands Railway, J Moore, a jeweller of Curzon 
Street, F Edwards, A Wright, T Bates and G Walker. At this meeting it was decided 
that the club be called the Derby Town Rowing Club, that the subscription be 10s 
6d  (55p) and the colours be black, white and ponceau, a reddish poppy colour.

This account from 1879 records 
the first purchase by Derby Town 
Rowing Club of two clinker 
fours and nine oars for £6.0.0. 
For the clubs first outings boats 
were borrowed from Mr Steer, 
Landlord of the Bridge Inn, the 
clubs first headquarters.

The acquiring of their own boats made it important to 
find a permanent site from which the club could operate. 
Negotiations with the Great Northern Railway Company 
for the renting of two bridge arches on the Chester 
Green side of the Handyside bridge were successful. 
Although substantial it was not exactly purpose built 
boat accommodation. But fate also lent a hand. Three 
months before the founding of the club, a disastrous fire 
had completely destroyed a large wooden building on the 
corner of Princess Street, owned by Mr Charlie Keith, a 
well known national figure in the circus world. A second 
building for Mr Keith was erected off Siiddals Road, but 
this venture was short lived and the building was pulled 
and down and the timber sold at auction. Amongst the 
bidders were member of the new club. The wood cost 
less that £64 and the building was completed in 1880. 
The photograph, shows the front of the boathouse. The 
building was so small that, on many occasions, member 
had to change outside in the open.

In 1881 it was decided to adopt new colours 
of blue and white. This is the oldest known 
photograph of club members taken in 1885 
where the members were wearing the new club 
colours, blue and white stripes. In 1896, the club, 
once again changed its colours from the rather 
less distinctive pale blue and white to the more 
striking red and black.
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How I wish the songs of Spring were back in the air. Keats famously 
lamented their loss in his poetic ‘Ode To Autumn’. He wanted to 
claim that ‘The season of mists’ had its own music. He might have 
had a point. I know for a fact that the romantic Mr. K never took to 
the road in a Skoda Fabia Monte Carlo - but had he been treated to 
such an experience ‘O. Sad K’ would have discovered ‘Skoda music’ 
of a quality far superior to the murmuring of pesky gnats.

Mixing it with traffic on busy 
roads the Tarraco cuts a dash 
that demands respect. It has 
definite presence. This is not a 
matter of ostentation or bulk. For 
an SUV this vehicle combines 
a subtle suavity of line together 
with an uncompromising assertive 
countenance that has much to do 
with an elegant yet imposing front 
grille. The message is clear. Here 
is a stylish contender that beguiles 
without bluster and yet is a very 
serious proposition indeed.

For a car of considerable load 
carrying capacity plus enviable 
economy, the last thing you would 
expect is an emphasis on luxury. 
And yet it is so. No armchair, sofa 
or divan in one’s opulent living 
room could offer more comfort 
than that available in the plushly 
appointed seven seat cabin. 
The sheer pleasure of feeling 
pampered is never far away.

I was taken aback to discover 
myself not pursuing the delights of 
the comprehensive infotainment 
system and instead whistling an old 
familiar tune. Yes, I confess I was 
whistling The Happy Wanderer: 
does anyone remember that 
melody these days I wonder? 
Then another question struck 
me. The Tarraco is marketed at 
adventurous souls who love the 
thrill of exploration - just like me. 
And just like an old acquaintance of 
mine, best known in arcane circles  
for discovering the lost orchid of 
Smethwick. That was a long time 
ago. Today, Septimus Tickle likes 
to live the quiet life. But rumour 
has it that he is not averse to a 
chauffeur driven cruise to the Peaks 

of Derbyshire. I parked up (switched 
off the engine, of course), rang him 
and asked if he fancied a Bakewell 
Tart to go with a nice cup of tea: 
a Bakewell Tart that is actually in 
Bakewell.

“In Bakewell?” He asked down 
the line. 
“Yes. I’ll drive you there” 
“In what?” 
“In a car.” 
“What sort of car?”

“A brand new £30,320 Seat 
Tarraco Excellence with the 
150PS, 1.5 TSI 4 cylinder petrol 
engine and slick six speed manual 
gearbox. It’s economical and will 
do around 38mpg. And should we 
be with criminal intent, we could 
do125mph!”

So I headed to Leek to pick him up. 
Filling with fuel on the way, a small 
boy by the pump spotted the ‘S’ on 
the grille. He was a smart small boy.

“Does that ‘S’ stand for 
Superman?” He asked, looking me 
over with sardonic disdain.

“No sonny” I said. “It stands for 
supercar.”

My wit silenced him and I drove off - 
but not before remembering to pay 
by ‘contactless’.

For readers who are still with me 
and really perplexed at this point, 
the ‘S’ on the grille stands for Seat.

Much as I enjoyed having no 
company, which allowed me to 
delight in the Tarraco’s pleasing road 
manners, quiet ride and positive 
performance, I was looking forward 
to discovering what Septimus would 
make of a Seat adventure.

Like many of his kind, he has 
eccentric habits. While his elegant 
wife inhabits their Grade 2 
Georgian home, the man himself 
dwells in an outhouse among 
the rhododendrons which he has 
cleverly converted into a credible 
facsimile of an Alpine Traveller’s 
hut, complete with verandah. 
There I found him preparing the 
pots for next seasons dahlias. 
On the wall hung a framed print 
of the rare orchid named after him 
and the unlikely roundabout 
where it was discovered all those 
years ago. 

As we left I extended an invitation 
to Mrs. Tickle to join us. She looked 
at the Tarraco and 
admitted that it 
was a tempting 
proposition, 
especially in 
such a lovely 
looking car, 
but that she 
was due to 
leave for her 
Pilates class.

“Bring me a tart back” 
She requested.

We headed out towards Axe Edge 
and Buxton. It was a delight to 
embrace the open road and sky. 
The Tarraco possessed all the 
manoeuvrability of a much smaller 
car. The direct well-weighted 
steering, perfectly poised chassis 
and reassuringly powerful braking 
combined effectively with the 
responsive and smooth engine, 
evoking a first class dynamic 
orchestration of sophisticated 
modern motoring.
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Eager to pump Septimus for 
his opinions I voiced a simple 
question. But answer came 
there none. The intrepid explorer 
was fast asleep. This I felt was 
testimony to the secure comfort 
of the Tarraco experience plus, 
of course, the smooth competence 

of the man at the wheel.

Later, enjoying our cup of tea and 
Bakewell Tart in a charming cafe 
I tried to engage my friend in a spot 
of deep technical analysis. I asked 
what he thought of the powered

tailgate, lavish specification, 
fuel consumption figures and 
the overall effect of Seat’s 
conscientious approach to 
engineering. He finished 
munching his tart, knitted his 
brow and said “It’s certainly 
a rare orchid of a car.”

Seat Tarraco
Excellence 1.5 TSI 

EVO 150PS 6 Spd. Manual.
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Someone once told me that every seven years I become a new me. That is every bit of 
me will have changed down to the tiniest bit of the microbe in the tiniest cell in my body. 
The one thing that remains unchanged, thereby allowing me to access the proceeds of the 
family fortunes at the local Cayman Islands savings bank without let or hindrance, is my 
own unique true identity. I remain yours truly despite the microscopic manipulations 
of human biology. This profound thought came to me as I relaxed in the smoothie bar 
of the neighbourhood vegan cafe, following a drive in the impressive new Vauxhall Astra. 
A car, thought I, unchanged in identity yet still its ever dependable and uplifting self and 
yet utterly renewed within and without as befits a machine designed for today and destined 
to be driven by discerning customers canny enough to be suspicious of trend-chasing for 
the sake of it. The new Astra is a paean to versatile practicality.

The family motorist will feel 
reassured to be a part of the 
business end of automotive 
technology in the very latest 
guise, while the business driver 
will derive comfort from the family 
friendly demeanour and interior 
appointments of this well conceived 
machine. If ever there was a 
hatchback for everyone this is it.

Later that afternoon I drove out of 
town towards a well kept secret that 
is the private estate and vineyard 
belonging to a long established 
member of the Shropshire gentry. 
The man in question - the rather 
emphatically named St John St 
George - is proud of the wine he 
produces. He was especially proud 
of his latest vintage and urged me 
to visit for a tasting. There were 
problems: I seldom drink wine, 
possess no expertise whatever in 
the matter of judgement and finally 
couldn’t actually drink because 
I was driving. Insurmountable 
obstacles? Not a bit of it. A certain 
Gerard Fladgate of my acquaintance 
came along as an advisory expert, 
substitute sipper and travelling 
companion. Fladgate has bored 
me for years by banging on about 
vintage reds, despite knowing that 
my interest lay in red vintage motors. 
I thought I’d return the compliment 
and bore him with 
car connoisseurship.

“Do you know what car this is?” 
I asked him as he made himself 
comfortable in the passenger seat. 
Of course, he hadn’t a clue so I 
enlightened him.

“This is the new £23,955 Astra 
Elite NAV 1.2 Turbo (145PS).”

He thought about it for several 
moments before enquiring whether 
or not I was aware of something 
called ‘Climate Emergency’. He’d 
heard (Though how on earth 
is another matter) that modern 
fossil-fueled cars were particularly 
bad on account of some technical 
reason or other. He sounded 
smug, speaking in plummy tones 
reminiscent of a full-bodied claret.

“Let me tell you my dear Fladgate” 
I reposted, “There is a world 
of difference 

between hot air and carbon 
emissions. This Astra is fitted with 
a petrol engine that meets the 
latest emission regulations with 
CO2 nastiness at just 99g/km. 
And there’s sparkling economy 
too, of a combined consumption 
of just 54.3mpg - despite the 
zesty performance to take you 
to near 140mph. This appeals 
most strongly to those drivers 
who need to put the miles in. 
Such drivers are sensibly averse 
to topical impracticalities while 
being mindful of the ever present 
dangers of wallet wastage 
and purse penury. 

Vauxhall Astra
Elite Nav 1.2 Turbo. (145PS).
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Moreover, this engine, as I’m sure 
you’ll agree, does go a bit!”

So saying I swung out of a tight 
bend relishing as I did the taught 
chassis and positive steering. When 
I pressed the throttle my passenger 
made a sound in his throat as 
though gargling on a mouthful of 
organic Merlot.

“It seems to go like the wind” he 
opined “But I didn’t understand 
what you were saying about 99 
O2 g/km.”

“99g/km of CO2 you mean” I 
corrected him. “The reference is 
not to a whistling robot from Star 
Wars but to the ‘clean as a whistle’ 
bureaucratic requirements of 
emissions experts. 

Again he was silent. “Though in 
some way I continued, the allusion 
would be apt because the car 
happens to be an Astra - and 
astra means star. The difference 
is that this car won’t make 
wars on your pocket - though it 

will in all likelihood cause rival 
manufacturers to squint warily 
at the bright new wonder in the 
Vauxhall firmament.”

By now I’d lost Fladgate completely. 
He didn’t have another word to 
say, which allowed me to relish 
the comforting and comfortable 
appeal of the invitingly appointed 
cabin. Here sensuous curves 
combine with sensible instrument 
layout to provide a warranted 
feeling of smooth security. Safety 
features abound, though never 
intrusively. This is a car that expects 
to be driven by those competent 
motorists who resist molly coddling 
but who like to be rewarded with a 
responsive machine as they flick up 
and down through the delightful six 
speed manual gearbox..

We arrived at the grand estate to 
be greeted by St John St George 
himself. Looking the Vauxhall over 
he concluded that it resembled 
an elegantly contoured bottle of 
delight where heady pleasures were 

promised underpinned with 
deepest satisfactions.

“Couldn’t have put it better 
myself” I responded.

We were given a guided tour of 
the vineyards, though St John St 
George’s audience were restive. 
For me a vineyard is very definitely 
not a car factory and so devoid of 
interest. For Fladgate a trek around 
extensive grounds was clearly time 
wasted when the real business of 
wine tasting beckoned. That we 
both remained gracious towards 
our enthusiastic host is testimony 
to our good breeding.

During the tasting I was anxious 
to get back on the road in the 
Astra. I had to smile as Fladgate 
expounded with great eloquence 
a theory related to the need not 
to spit out every mouthful but 
to imbibe more seriously; the 
better to affirm a bottle’s quality. 
So overcome was he with his 
dedication to the task that I was 
forced to abandon him as twilight 
descended. I chuckled as I returned 
to the Astra.

Through the windscreen above the 
unlit lanes the stars were beginning 
to twinkle as I relished the moment 
at the wheel of the brightest star. 
Who would have thought in these 
times of trouble that the light 
of motoring promise is not yet 
extinguished after all. 
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Make Every Occasion 
a Special Occasion...

The Pantry, based in South 
Derbyshire, is the outside 
catering and events division 
of Bespoke Inns, the award 
winning independent group of 
pubs who own The Dragon, in 
Willington, The Boot in Repton 
and Harpur’s of Melbourne. The 
Pantry manages everything for 
you. From planning the menu to 

preparing the food and serving 
your guests You don’t have to 
worry about a thing - leaving 
you with time to concentrate on 
ensuring you and your guests 
enjoy yourselves – exactly the 
result you want. 

From the moment you make contact, 
Claire Blincoe and her team will guide 
you through every step of the way. 

Firstly, you have to decide on the location. 
The Pantry have all the necessary equipment 
for a full blown outside event or they have 
access to their own venues for small intimate 
parties to large scale wedding events.

Secondly, you decide on the food and 
drink you want to serve your guests and 
finalise your budget, not forgetting any 
add ons, including music, entertainment 
or anything else you would like to enhance 
the experience.

On the day, of your event, having 
discussed everything with you prior to 
the date, Claire will be there making sure 
everything goes to plan.

“ Don’t leave it to chance, 
make sure you choose 
a caterer who has the 
experience to deliver just 
what you want”

38  |  The Pantry Events & Catering
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Funeral Receptions
B E S P O K E  I N N S

 

any resident in the Melbourne, Willington and Repton local areas who has sadly passed away.

Available on Mondays, Tuesdays or Wednesdays at any of our three venues.

 
01283 704149

Subject to availability.  
Terms and conditions apply.

 
customerservices@bespokeinns.co.uk

For BBQ’s and outside events, The Pantry 
has a hog roaster, a Pizza oven, 2 Big Green 
Egg ceramic BBQ’s and a huge grill with 
rotisserie. Plus, a fully stocked Bar with 
their own hand crafted Beer. All of which 
will be manned by their fully trained chefs 
and bar staff.

The Pantry’s restaurant quality food, 
is served by experienced staff, who are 
passionate about excellence and dedicated 
to providing your guests with a relaxed 
and unobtrusive service. 

With a wealth of award winning Chefs, 
at their disposal, who source the finest 
ingredients from local suppliers, The 
Pantry can create anything you want, 

within your budget. Plus, for large 
occasions, such as weddings, once you 
have decided the menu choice, Claire will 
invite you for a food tasting to make sure 
you are happy with your choices.

Eating In... 
is the new Eating Out
More and more people are experiencing 
Private Dining so. if you prefer to stay 
at home and entertain your guests to 
an intimate meal, The Pantry is an ideal 
choice. Claire will arrange for a Chef and 
waiting on staff to visit you to prepare, 
present and serve your guests in your 
own home.

Whatever the occasion, make it a special occasion...
The Pantry is dedicated to providing you with the highest standard of food and hospitality available, so please contact us now 

01283 701820, events@bespokeinns.co.uk  or 
visit our website: www.the pantryeventsandcatering.co.uk  

Quote DERBEIAN-10 for an introductory 10% discount

11 The Green, Willington, Derbyshire DE65 6BP
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By 1893 a new boathouse had become an urgent matter, and as the 
Great Northern Railway had withdrawn their objection, a wooden 
one was built at a cost of £45 with a corrugated iron roof supplied 
by Handysides. The boathouse had a dressing room added at the far 
end with the luxury of a wooden floor. The boat storage area had 
an earth floor to which periodic spats of flooding added layers of 
silt. and it was not until 1949 that Bob Clayborn and a a number of 
helpers finally concreted the whole floor area. Facilities were quite 
primitive, there were no lockers, no lawn, nor was there piped water 
or electricity. The photograph is the Club photograph from 1898.

In 1887 The Dolphin (‘Ye Olde Dolphine Inne”, Queens 
Street) was adopted as the unofficial headquarters. There is an 
interesting story behind this. ‘A number of the Derby oarsmen 
where choristers and, one Sunday evening in the eighties, 
these and several church-going members were returning from 
church (where they went with their silk hats) when the affinity 
which oarsmen have for malt and hops asserted itself whilst in 
the vicinity of the Dolphin, and in they dived, silk hats and all. 
From that time until the opening of the new boathouse in 1963, 
the ‘Fish’ remained the clubs unofficial headquarters.

No account of Derby Rowing Club’s history would be complete without 
adequate reference to the Derby School Rowing Club. In fact the School 
rowing club was in existence 17 years before Derby Town Rowing Club 
was formed. The first Captain of boats was J Roberts, who according to 
Tacchella’s Register was appointed in 1862.

Although rowing at the school had been thriving before the Rev. Walter 
Clarke. who has been credited with founding the original school boat club 
was appointed headmaster. Apparently, a new boathouse was built, up 
stream from the Derwent Rowing Club, entirely at the expense of the Rev. 
Walter Clarke. In the 1881 school prospectus, reference is made to the 
school possessing ‘a large brick building on the right bank of the Derwent 
containing several eights and fours’. 

According to accounts in the newspapers of the 1860’s, 70’s and 80’s 
school crews gave a very good account of themselves. The highlight of 
the successes came in 1884 when a Derby School crew won the Public 
Schools Challenge Cup at Henley Royal Regatta. To give an indication of 
the standard of rowing by the school crews, P Taylor who part of successful 
school crews in 1880 went on to row for Oxford in 1884 and 1885. 

Referring to the programme from Derby Regatta from 1884 you will note 
the name J Lowndes. He was an accomplished oarsman and sculler. He won 
the Diamond Challenge Sculls at Henley Royal Regatta for five consecutive 
years, 1879 to 1883 representing Derby School on three of those occasions. 
He also won the Wingfield Sculls (British Amateur Sculling Championship 

and Championship of the Thames) twice 
and the London Cup at the Metropolitan 
Regatta again for his second triple crown.

Unfortunately, for reasons which are somewhat 
obscure, the school boat club was closed down 
shortly after the untimely death in 1889 of the 
Headmaster, the Rev. Walter Clark - perhaps 
the club was too successful and attracted more 
members than the cricket club was prepared 
to allow. It is certain that the cricket club was 
mainly responsible for bringing pressure to 
bear which resulted in the demise of rowing 
at the school and for 41 years, no rowing took 
place at the school.

Continued from page 33
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1904 was the clubs Jubilee Year and the first ever regatta 
win, appropriately at Derby Regatta wining the Derwent 
Plate for Maiden Fours (novice fours), J Ison, (stroke) 
G Mattashaw, A Richardson, L Binch (bow) T Stone (cox) 
The boathouse was as it was until demolished in 1963.

This photograph taken in 1905 shows Club 
Captains, J.W Fogg, Secretary 1888-1892, 
Captain 1901-1902. J Carson (right) Vice 
Captain 1904 and Captain 1905

Jimmy Moore, former member, 
Vice Captain1885, Captain 
1893 - 1899, Vice President 1903 
onwards. Mr Moore was a key 
figure in the early days of the club.

Regatta Winners 1904-1907

Back row L. Binch, A Woods, F. Lewis, H.Ison 
Middle row J Ison, A Richardson, C Moore, J Moore, 
C Dryden, 
W Peel, G Mottashaw, E Roe, W. Waldon

Front B Wallis L Moyles

Derby’s Winning Maiden 
Crew, Stratford 1906

Left to right

M Ison (str) G Moore (2) 
B. Wallis (bow) A Woods 
(3)
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YOU DESERVE CARE
THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Keeping you and your loved ones safe 
without the need for residential care
• Our care is person-centred - we go the extra mile
• All CareGivers are introduced to Clients in advance
• Our Care calls are never rushed
• 1 hr minimum up to 24/7 live-in care

Our services include:
• Companionship
• Transportation & errands
• Meal preparation
• Light housekeeping
• Help with washing & dressing
• Personal care
• Medical reminders
• Post-operative support
• Holiday & respite cover
• Specialist dementia care
• Hospital to home
• Live-in care

and much more...

01332 913232 
derby@rightathomeuk.com 
www.rightathomeuk.co.uk/derby

Quality care you can trust, delivered 
in the comfort of your own home

Call us for a 
FREE care 
assessment
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How to Choose the Right Care 
What value do you place on 
your own home?
After all, it often holds the key 
to many cherished memories, 
and allows you the freedom and 
privacy to live as you please. 
But when either old age or health 
conditions mean that some daily 
tasks pose a challenge or risk, it 
becomes necessary to introduce 
some changes to protect that 
person’s independence.
Thankfully, there are options that 
allow people to continue enjoying 
their usual daily routines and 
social activities safely.  These 
days social services only provide 
support for severe or critical 
needs.  New services are now 
available that allow the individual 
to choose how they want their 

care to be provided.  Any social 
services allocation can be taken 
in a “direct payment” allowing the 
individual to choose their own care 
provider.
When it comes time to choose 
care, do not rush into the first 
option put to you.  Discuss with 
family and friends what outcomes 
you would like to achieve.  Speak 
to a care provider such as Right at 
Home and ask:

 ■ Will you guarantee continuity 
of carer?

 ■ Will you arrive on time at a 
time of my choice, not when it 
fits into your schedule?

 ■ Are you accredited with CQC, 
CredAbility, UKHCA and what 
are your latest inspections? 

 ■ How often are your carers 
DBS (CRB) checked and what 
references do you take?

 ■ How are the carers trained 
and are they trained in any 
specialisms such as dementia?

 ■ Do they do person centred 
planning?  

 ■ Will they encourage and help 
regain your independence? 

Right at Home match individual 
carers to clients to ensure 
continuity of carer.  We build a 
bespoke support plan to help 
encourage independence, 
fulfilment and quality of life. 
Care can be provided from as 
little as 1 hour per week up to 
managed live in care.  We arrive 
on time and at a time to suit you.

How to detect and prevent Strokes 
In the next six seconds, 
someone in the world will 
have a stroke. 
Are you among those at 
highest risk?
A stroke occurs when a blood 
vessel in the brain ruptures or is 
blocked by a clot.  
A stroke caused by a blockage 
is called an ischemic stroke. A 
hemorrhagic stroke is the result of 
a ruptured vessel that bleeds into 
or around the brain.
The blockage or bleeding deprives 
brain cells of adequate oxygen-
carrying blood and the cells start 
to die, which can lead to ongoing 
mental and physical impairment 
(difficulty thinking, speaking and 
moving) or even death.
Each year about 15 million 
people worldwide suffer a new 

or recurrent stroke, and of these 
individuals, nearly 6 million die and 
another 5 million are permanently 
disabled. Across the globe, stroke 
is the second leading cause of 
death for people over age 60. 
Fortunately, 80 percent of all 
strokes are preventable.
If a person shows signs of a 
stroke, it is crucial to seek medical 
help immediately. Never wait to 
see if symptoms lessen. Signs of a 
stroke include the following:

 ■ Sudden weakness, numbness 
or paralysis of the face, arm 
or leg, often on one side of 
the body.

 ■ Sudden trouble speaking or 
understanding; confusion.

 ■ Sudden vision problems in 
one or both eyes.

 ■ Sudden difficulty walking, 
dizziness or loss of balance.

 ■ Sudden severe headache with 
no known cause.

Older adults experience more 
strokes, often because they face 
more cardiovascular disease and 
are more sedentary. To reduce 
the risk of a stroke, particularly in 
ageing loved ones, follow these 
recommendations:

 ■ Eat a healthier diet.
 ■ Manage blood pressure.
 ■ Maintain physical activity.
 ■ Lose extra weight.
 ■ Lower cholesterol levels.
 ■ Reduce blood sugar.
 ■ Avoid smoking.

To learn more about stroke 
prevention and resources to help 
a stroke survivor, contact the 
Stroke Association, a medical 
facility or a Right at Home office 
nearest you.

YOU DESERVE CARE
THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Keeping you and your loved ones safe 
without the need for residential care
• Our care is person-centred - we go the extra mile
• All CareGivers are introduced to Clients in advance
• Our Care calls are never rushed
• 1 hr minimum up to 24/7 live-in care

Our services include:
• Companionship
• Transportation & errands
• Meal preparation
• Light housekeeping
• Help with washing & dressing
• Personal care
• Medical reminders
• Post-operative support
• Holiday & respite cover
• Specialist dementia care
• Hospital to home
• Live-in care

and much more...

01332 913232 
derby@rightathomeuk.com 
www.rightathomeuk.co.uk/derby

Quality care you can trust, delivered 
in the comfort of your own home

Call us for a 
FREE care 
assessment

50 Canal Street, Derby DE1 2RJ

Tel: 01332 913232
The Trinity, George St, Burton upon Trent DE14 1DP

Tel: 01283 777700
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Inn Focus: 
Puss in Boots, Windley
Driving along the B5023 between Duffield and Wirksworth, it’s easy to 
miss the Puss in Boots, Windley, which is partially obscured from view 
by foliage. It would be a mistake, however, to ignore this most traditional 
of drinks-led country inns which once had the quaint telephone number 
of Cowers Lane 316.

Following the retirement of 
Mary Short at the Barley Mow, 
Kirk Ireton, the longest serving 
licensees in this neck of the woods 
are Stewart and Josie Austin who 
together with her sister, Megan, 
have run the three-storey pub in 
Windley since the early 1990s. 
The late 17thC building is the very 

epitome of a country inn although 
the year 1686 inscribed on one 
of the many beams in the low-
ceilinged bar is indicative of its 
original purpose as a water mill 
which was once annexed to the 
premises. The somewhat faded 
poem on the reverse side of the 
inn sign attests to this. An 1895 

Ordnance Survey map shows both 
the inn and the Ecclesbourne river 
mill before the river re-routed. In 
the 1870s, industrialist George 
Crompton, who lived in a large 
Windley house named Water Lilies, 
would be taken by pony trap to 
Hazelwood station. If he were 
late, the train would wait for him! 
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George’s family had founded the 
Crompton and Evans Union Bank 
whose premises are now known 
as the Standing Order, Iron Gate, 
Derby, which was converted into 
grand licensed premises by pub 
company J D Wetherspoon in 1995. 
The grade 2 listed building has 
received universal laudation for its 
cathedral-like interior with a wealth 
of fine architectural features.
The Puss in Boots’ two beers are 
hand-drawn Draught Bass and 
Marston’s Pedigree, and the former 
is the best example of the Burton-
brewed classic I’ve had in many 
a long year. It’s perhaps worth 
mentioning here that National Bass 
Day is on Saturday, 11th April when 
Bass licensees from all over the 
country celebrate arguably the 
most famous beer in the world. 
I’m reliably informed that the 
Puss in Boots can be very busy, 
especially on Saturday evenings 
when the quiz is in full swing. 
Across the way, within earshot 
of a steam train’s whistle on the 
Ecclesbourne Valley railway is 
a delightfully mature, enclosed 
garden featuring a weeping 
willow tree. 

The inn is not served by bus or rail 
and lunchtime opening is limited 
to weekends, but with lengthening 
daylight hours you may choose 
to patronise the Puss in Boots, 
and the chances are you won’t 
be disappointed. 

Paul Gibson

Since this article was written, 
Landlord, Stewart Austin, 
has sadly died.
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Making Tracks Between 
Wirksworth and Duffield 

The 8th April 2011 was a red-letter day for Wirksworth and Duffield as regular rail 
passenger services were reinstated after an absence of 64 years.

Duffield’s pubs, and although it’s now 
much modernized with an expanded 
U-shaped interior, there’s good use 
of natural materials. Discerning beer 
drinkers may seek out beers from 
the Beermats brewery and those 
old favourites Draught Bass and 

Pedigree are also vying 
for attention. Last May saw 
Derby County’s players and 
management celebrate 
here after returning from a 
memorable Championship 
play-off match at Leeds. 
The Rams won a thrilling 
encounter which catapulted 
them into a Wembley play 
off final, only to lose to 
Aston Villa. The undercroft 
is now Angelo’s Bistro 
which is open evenings 
and Sunday lunchtime. 
From here it’s easy to reach 

the railway station for the restored 
line to Wirksworth, as it’s off the main 
A6 northbound, just past the railway 
bridge close to the King’s Head.

Having opted for the scenic rail route, 
I alighted at Wirksworth station, and 
walked up Coldwell Street reflecting on 
the loss of The George and The Vaults. 
I turned off into North End to the Royal 
Oak, where long serving mine hosts 
John and Avis Drury retired a while 
back. This terraced tavern is crammed 
with curiosities and visual interest 
of the brewing variety. Permanent 
beers, including Taylor’s Landlord, are 
complemented by a brace of guests, 
and cobs are made to order. There’s 
a pleasant, gravelled area outside 
where the stables were, and it should 
be noted that the Oak opens at 8pm 
evenings and Sunday lunchtime only.

A group of dedicated volunteers 
known as the Ecclesbourne Valley 
Railway Association (EVRA) had taken 
around a decade to restore the 8.5 
mile route along the flat bed of the 
Ecclesbourne Valley. Back in the mid 
19th C, when rail companies were 
competing to build new lines, a plan 
had been hatched to take the line from 
Duffield to Wirksworth northwards 
to Manchester, courtesy of massive 
tunnelling. This didn’t materialize, 
however, and the branch line carrying 
mainly milk and limestone opened 
in 1867. 

The opportunity to visit the pubs of 
two interesting little towns was too 
good to miss and I first visited Duffield, 
which in the 21stC has lost the Lord 
Scarsdale and New Inn, but gained a 
micro pub. The Bridge Inn, beside the 
river Derwent at the junction of Duffield 
Bank and Eaton Bank was my first port 
of call.   Built in the 1930s to replace 
the Bulls Head on the same site, this 
former Home Ales house currently 
serves beers from the Marston’s 
range. In days of yore this was a 
multi-roomed pub but is now largely 
knocked through with dining facilities 
a plenty including 2 for 1 offers and the 
delightful riverside terrace is one of the 
best in the county.   Retracing my steps 
back onto the A6, I passed the multi 
gabled Duffield Hall which between 
1977 and 2010 was the headquarters of 
the Derbyshire Building Society before 
falling foul of the financial crisis.   

Set back from the A6, Town Street, 
is the White Hart, an attractive 1939 
construction with grouped chimney 
pieces, and the area hitherto occupied 
by the original White Hart is now 
a most pleasing, landscaped fore 
garden with seating. Inside, the once 
opulent lounge has been knocked 
through into the bar creating a large, 
panelled, L shaped room with a trendy, 
contemporary feel. It was very busy 
with many taking advantage of the 
carvery when I called on a Sunday 
lunchtime. On the bar were a brace 
from Derby Brewing Company: 
Quintessential and Business as Usual, 
together with Oakham Citra and 
Taylor’s Landlord. 
The nearby Town Street 
Tap is a notable addition 
to Duffield’s beer scene 
courtesy of Tollgate 
who brew on National 
Trust property at Calke 
in South Derbyshire. 
Half a dozen beers, 
including two from Calke 
and changing guests 
are available, and are 
brought to your table 
from the temperature-
controlled stillage. 
A pleasing, light, modern 
environment is nonetheless welcoming 
to walkers wearing boots, and 
sustenance comes in the form of pork 
pies and scotch eggs. Traditional cider 
is also sold and the pub is Good Beer 
Guide listed and has won local 
CAMRA awards.
The Pattenmakers’ Arms is discreetly 
located on Crown Street, back from the 
main road. Outwardly displaying all of 
its Edwardian splendour and, within, 
some architectural features of the 
period survive, such as lovely mosaic 
floor tiling, although removal of internal 
walls has created an island bar. The 
pub offers a quartet of hand pulled 
beers, and a small garden beckons to 
the rear, facilitating alfresco drinking, 
weather permitting.  
The King’s Head and Angelo’s Bistro 
is historically the most important of 
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At the top of Coldwell Street, you 
can’t miss the imposing façade of the 
residential Red Lion built in 1770 as a 
coaching inn. On one side of the coach 
arch is an elongated, traditional public 
bar with a fine bar back with a mounted 
clock as its centrepiece. Also, there’s a 
grand mirror atop a handsome, carved 
fireplace, and Courage Directors and 
Doombar were on handpump when 
I called in. On the other side of the 
coach arch is the Firkin in the Lion 
micro pub – please check opening 
times. An elevated terrace to the rear is 
guaranteed to attract any sunshine as 
and when clouds part. It wasn’t until the 
1930s that the adjacent Harrison Drive 
was pitched to provide a straight route 
through Wirksworth for vehicular traffic; 
the imprint of the demolished building 
is just visible on the gable end of the 
premises across the road.

Inconspicuously tucked away in a 
corner of the Market Place sits the tall 
Black’s Head, which serves mainly 
Greene King beers. There’s a door 
leading up to a delightful, decked roof 
terrace from which one can gaze over 
the roof tops of this most characterful of 
towns, and inside the cosy tavern, the 
prominent Black’s Head sign is a tribute 
to the black and Arabian people, who 
came here to mine lead. The Black’s 
Head is an important reminder of the 
contribution those immigrants made. 
In more recent times, the 1970s, the 
late Alan Jones was the landlord, and 
Alan’s enthusiasm was such that it was 
virtually impossible to leave without a 
little memento of one’s visit. Alan was 

a popular and well-known figure in the 
town and is sadly missed.

At the lower end of the Market Place, 
sits the Georgian, Grade 2 listed 
stone-built Hope and Anchor which 
was once known as the Governor’s 
Residence. Boasting several rooms, the 
most interesting being the tiny corner 
lounge with its highly attractive, carved 
chimneypiece. Rescued from closure 
a couple of years ago, the town’s 
Gaol brewery is often represented in 
addition to beers from further afield. 
Outside, a gravelled area is a sheltered 
spot to catch some summer sunshine.

Towards Derby, on St John’s Street, 
is the Feather Star which is an 
outstanding example of a micro pub, a 
genre increasingly in vogue. Changing 
real ales have craft keg beers for 
company and unlike many micro pubs, 
this one is open every day. If you have 
a passion for vinyl, then pop upstairs 
(pardon the pun) and take a look at the 
records for sale. Clearly a lot of thought 
has gone into making this ancient 
building a popular modern-day venue.

Further along is the end of terrace 
Wheatsheaf fronted by seating, 
colourful planters, and to the side, a 
decked garden. The interior has been 
knocked through and a cabinet in one 
corner proudly displays the trophies 
won by Wirksworth Albion football 
team. Also, within the single storey 
extension, is a dining/function room, 
and Sky Sports are broadcast to 
sports’ fans. 

Heading back through the town, at the 
end of Harrison Drive, at the junction 
with the road leading up to Middleton, 
is the Lime Kiln, another one of the 
area’s many Georgian buildings. A 
multi roomed interior has been partially 
opened out with a separate Pool room. 
A wood burning stove warms one 
room and Sky Sports may be viewed 
whilst supping hand-drawn beers. 
Outside Boules (Petanque) is played 
and a spectacular Bonfire party is held 
in November.
Continuing up the hill towards Middleton 
we find the long, low slung Rising Sun 
near the Middleton Top Visitors’ Centre. 
Inside, a sub divided, elongated area 
has a bar dispensing a good choice 
of beers and there’s a focus on quality 
food here. Further on up, on Middleton’s 
Main Street, is the centuries old Nelson 
Arms, rescued from closure a few years 
ago by Alan Johnson. The Nelson 
offers all round value in the shape of 
three public rooms, letting rooms and 
when I called a trio of real ales were 
complemented by two traditional ciders. 
Middleton is something of an outpost 
and is served by Trent Barton’s Little 
Sixes bus service; check their web site 
for timings.
Wirksworth has enjoyed a real 
renaissance in the last decade with 
the opening of the railway line 
(www.e-v-r.com), Northern Light 
cinema and the reopening of the 
oldest market in the Derbyshire Dales, 
the Tuesday market, which gained 
ascent in 1306. A day out here is 
therefore highly recommended.

Paul Gibson
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J. Barrie Sheard FCIEH
October 18th 1934 – January 22nd 2020

Barrie enjoyed his time as an Army 
Cadet in the Junior Training Corps 
(J.T.C.) something that, in one guise 
or another, had existed at Derby 
Grammar School since 1862. 
It later became the Combined 
Cadet Force (C.C.F.) but this was 
unfortunately disbanded in 1973 
as the move out to Moorway 
Lane made after school activities 
problematic due to transport 
difficulties for cadets living at 
a distance from the school. He 
obtained Cert ‘A’ Part I and II whilst 
in the J.T.C. This was to stand him 
in good stead when, like all men of 
that time he had to do his National 
Service. His interest in keeping 
the C.C.F. memory alive was such 
that he organised annual reunions 
for Derby School Old Boys who 
were in the C.C.F. He displayed 
old photos, some going back to 
the days before World War I and 
into the 1970s. This was always 
changing as new photographs 
came to light.  A silent film of the 
1962 Centenary Celebration of 
the C.C.F and its predecessors, 
held at Parker’s Piece, came into 
Barrie’s possession, which he had 
digitised, and this formed a centre 
piece of reunions. Sound, of some 
rousing marching band music, was 
eventually added to this give the 
film a bit of a lift.           

When he took his School 
Certificate in 1950, he only 
achieved passes in English 
Language and Literature, 
Chemistry, Physics, Geography 
(a Credit), Maths and Art. He 
failed in French, which was his 

worst subject, having already, in 
1949, decided to drop Latin. The 
Headmaster, Les Bradley, came 
to him when the results came 
through and said he was not good 
enough for the Sixth Form and he 
recommended he take the Lower 
Fifth year again. This he did in 
September 1950 and found it a 
most awful time, having to repeat 
lessons already taken the previous 
year, He therefore stuck it for a 
while but by November 1950 he 
was fully and completely bored 
and left.

Having left school with that modest 
set of qualifications in November 
1950 Barrie took a job as a Junior 
Clerk at The Grove Hospital and 
Part III Accommodation, Shardlow, 
formerly the Shardlow Parish 
Workhouse.  Barrie wrote, “As 
the summer of 1951 arrived, Mr 
Vinecome, the Superintendent, 
knowing of my ability at the 
Kelmoors Tennis Club in Alvaston 
asked me if I could reinstate the 
tennis court which was just in front 
of the Nurses’ Home? The grass 
had been kept short and the wire 
fencing was in good condition. 
So I bought a Tennis Association 
book on tennis court sizes and 
with the help of the engineer of 
the boiler house at The Grove (I 
recall his name as a Mr Lewis) we 
marked out the sizes, refixed the 
net and Mr Vinecome announced 
to all staff, both residential and 
those that lived out we would 
run a Men’s and Ladies’ separate 
Singles competition, a Men’s and 

also a Ladies’ separate Doubles 
competition and also a Mixed 
Double competition. I must say my 
two summers at The Grove were 
so memorable.” A Mr Snelling, an 
ex-Guards Soldier, joined the staff 
at The Grove, and at the Christmas 
celebration in September 1951 
he introduced Barrie to alcohol. 
Barrie’s love for a pint of beer 
never diminished from that day 
until his last. 

Barrie left The Grove to work 
at Ashbourne RDC as a Pupil 
Sanitary Inspector. Here Barrie’s 
life career was being established. 
He obtained an H.N.C. in Building 
Construction on day release. He 
became proficient at drawing maps 
and preparing tender documents 
which saw him involved in the 
construction of Hulland Reservoir 
and associated pipework. He took 
a course in Surveying which put 
him in good stead for his work on 
the Osmaston and Yeldersley Lane 
End and Hognaston Sewerage 
Schemes.  

Barrie was called up for National 
Service and joined the Royal Army 
Medical Corps and served from 1st 
March 1956 to 28th February 1958 
and rose from the ranks to become 
a Sergeant. It was usual to be called 
up at the age of 18 for National 
Service but Barrie was undergoing 
training to be a Sanitary Inspector, 
so he was allowed to defer his call 
up. He became a qualified Sanitary 
Inspector in the November of 1955 
and then he subsequently received 
his call up papers. Barrie served 
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as a Hygiene Assistant acting 
Sergeant at Western Command 
covering Western Lancashire. 

This time of his life became quite 
memorable for him and in 2009 he 
presented a book on the National 
Services Reminiscences Project to 
the Charted 
Institute for Environmental Health 
(CIEH) at Chadwick Court. The 
work was also presented to the 
Imperial War Museum and the RAF 
Museum at Hendon and contained 
60 first-hand accounts of the 
work of Environmental Health 

Technicians on National Service in 
the post second world war period 
up to 1960. 

A second part to this project was 
also presented to 
the CIEH with an 
account of the work 
carried out by five 
ex-National Service 
Environmental 
Health Personnel to 
improve health in 
countries in conflict 
or civil transition.  

Back in civilian life 
and in 1958 he 
married Gill and they 
had two daughters, 
Barbara in 1962 and 
Angela in 1964 “the 
Twinkles in his eyes” 

When Barrie was 
demobbed in 1958, 
he became a Public 
Health Inspector 
with Derby City 
Council focussing 
on Abattoirs.  

Barrie joined 
Belper Rural District 

Council in April 1964 until March 
1974 and in 1972 became Chief 
Environmental Health Officer. At 
the newly formed Amber Valley 
District Council in 1974 he became 
Deputy Director of Environmental 
Health until December 1993 when 
he took early retirement.

During his long public service as 
Health Officer in 1981, his love for 
detail and writing brought him 
together with two fellow health 
officers Maurice White & Peter 
Scott, and together they created 
and published an illustrated 
guide to meat inspection. Barrie 
achieved the fellowship honour 
in recognition of being a leading 
professional in Environment 
Health. He proudly wore the letters 
FCIEH after his name.

Barrie took early retirement in 
1993 and set up his own business 
called JB Hygiene, Enterprises. He 
became an Environmental Health 
Consultant and teacher of both 
Food Hygiene and Food Safety 
Courses and Health and Safety 
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Courses to intermediate level in 
the whole of Southern Derbyshire. 
In 2010 he was told by Derbyshire 
County Council to leave as they 
found out he was over 65! 

In 1994 Barrie was invited to join 
the National Pest Technician’s 
Association newly formed National 
Organisation as a Director. And was 
then appointed Chairman in 2002 
until 2009. He took on the role 
of Promotion’s Officer from 1998 
to 2005, which, knowing Barrie, 
he would have carried out with 
gusto. He became Assistant Editor 
to John Davison around 2000 to 
2014 (or thereabouts) with ‘Today’s 
Technician’ He was appointed as an 
Honorary Member when 
he finally retired properly 
in 2016. 

When Barrie retired from 
the board John Davison, 
Vice Chair, said the 
following:

“ Barrie is an exceptional 
gentleman who has 
always been willing 
to participate in any 
job given to him 
on the board no 
matter how trivial or 
comprehensive. His 
skills at communication 
and literacy will be 
sorely missed. Barrie 
attended PestTech 
2019 and carried out 
the PA announcements 
which he was 
particularly good at.”

I say retired properly with a bit 
of tongue in cheek because 
he continued to work tirelessly 
organising reunions for the many 
groups with which he was involved. 
From November 2000 he lived 
with his daughter, Angela, at a B&B, 
Holden House, Shardlow, where 
worked and gave her support 
with the running of the business 
until she sold up in February 
2018.  He attended ODS activities, 
including Amber Valley reunions, 
the reunions of various classes 
from both St. Helen’s House and 
Moorway Lane, and with Andrew 
Polkey set up the first reunion of the 
school Cadet Corps in 2015.

Unbelievably Barrie had time for 
hobbies. Most boys of Barrie’s 
era would have shown some 
sort of interest in railway steam 
engines. In Barrie’s case this 
started in 1948 until his death. He 
was interested in anything about 
railways and in the early 1960s he 
came across the Talyllyn Railway 
Preservation Society, Tywyn, 
Merionethshire, whilst on holiday 
in Wales. It was a 2’ 3” narrow 
gauge railway line with which he 
became “obsessed”. He became 
a life member of the Society and 
valued the comradeship so much 
so that he visited at least twice 
per year.    
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Written by: Maurice Cass, The Old Derbeian Society, O.D. (1961- 1966).

In September 2010 he took on the 
Archivists job for the Old Derbeian 
Society which he joined when he 
left school. Andrew Polkey joined 
him as his Assistant to help share 
the workload and Maurice Cass 
joined him a little later. The first 
time I, Maurice Cass, met Barrie, 
it was if I’d known him all my life, 
he was such an easy character 
to become friends with. He had 
a lively mind and was always 
plotting the next project. He was 
an indefatigable communicator 
and although he was gradually 
embracing modern computer 

technology and the web, he wasn’t 
afraid to put pen to paper and use 
good old-fashioned letter writing. 
Researching the history of Derby 
School became a passion, and 
he was always on the lookout 
for anything new that would 
add to our knowledge. I worked 
with Barrie for the past 9 years 
or so which was easy because 
his enthusiasm became my 
enthusiasm, it was so infectious.

As the first ever archivist of the 
Old Derbeian Society, Barrie had 
already catalogued the physical 

artefacts held in cabinets, and 
we as a team then began a study 
of more than a dozen storage 
boxes also held by the new Derby 
Grammar School on behalf of the 
Old Derbeian Society.

There were articles written on  
Percy H Currey  OD, the locally 
famous arts and crafts architect 
(1864-1942), Helen H Taylor (1850 
-1929 ) the only girl pupil at the 
St. Helen’s House school, with 
others planned for Durdant House 
(a former school boarding house 
of 1882 on Kedleston Road),  an  
account of the career of the Rev. 
Thomas Leary, headmaster from 
(1859-65) and an exploration 
of the World War One careers 
of some of the boys pictured in 
a schoolboy scrapbook dating 
from 1912. However, perhaps his 
most important achievement in 
terms of preserving the records 
of Derby School was to secure 
the necessary funding to enable 
Maurice Cass to acquire the 
software for digitizing the entire 
run of the school magazine – The 
Derbeian – from 1889 to 1979.

Alas, on the 22nd January 2020 
our friend and colleague was no 
more, and Derby School’s first 
pioneering archivist was gone. 
However, his legacy remains in 
the form of a fervent wish to graft 
together the memories of the old 
Derby School with the forward 
progression of the new Grammar 
School. We salute his memory and 
look forward to the future that he 
worked so hard to shape.
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Thinking of Selling a 
second home or a home 
that hasn’t always been 
your main residence?

“BE AWARE”
Currently, a UK resident individual 
disposing of UK property that 
results in a taxable gain is required 
to report that gain on their annual 
UK self-assessment tax return. The 
deadline for reporting the gain and 
paying the tax due is the 31 January 
following the year of the disposal. If 
you are not within self-assessment 
you are required to register by 6 
October following the end of the 
tax year in which the disposal takes 
place. This however does not apply 
if you are selling your home and it 
has been your home for the entire 
period of your ownership as you are 
entitled to Personal Property Relief ( 
PPR) which reduces any gain to NIL.

From 6 April 2020, a UK 
resident individual disposing of 
UK residential property will be 
required to file a ‘UK land return’ 
within 30 days of the completion 
date. Where properties are held 
jointly or in partnership, each owner 
is required to submit a UK Land 
return (and pay the tax) in respect of 
their share of the disposal. Penalties 
will apply if the return is filed late.

The vendor will also be required 
to pay an estimate of the CGT 30 
days from the completion date. 

This will be treated as a “payment 
on account” against your total 
income tax and CGT liability for 
that year when the annual self-
assessment tax return is submitted.

The individual will, therefore, be 
required to estimate how much 
tax is payable. This will depend 
on several factors which could 
result in a refund/additional liability 
being due when the annual self-
assessment return is submitted. 
If additional tax is due when the 
annual return is filed, then interest 
will be payable at the standard rates 
set by HMRC.

This is a major change in reporting 
and payment of tax liabilities, as 
the filing and payment obligations 
need to be considered immediately 
on completion of the sale rather 
than left until after the end of the tax 
year.

Exceptions
Some common examples of where 
a UK land return will not be required 
are:

 ■ Where the gain is covered by 
principal private residence relief 
(‘PPR’) throughout the duration 
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of the taxpayer’s ownership – 
i.e. it has always been your 
main home

 ■ If a loss arises on the sale of the 
property

 ■ The gain is covered by capital 
losses arising before the sale 
takes place or in the same tax 
year

 ■ The gain is small enough to 
be covered by the individual’s 
annual exemption for the year 
of disposal, currently for 2019/20 
-  £12,000 per taxpayer

The above list is not exhaustive and 
therefore, if you have any doubt 
over whether a return will need to 
be submitted please contact one 
of our team to discuss.

In practice, a UK land return will be 
required for let properties, second/
holiday homes and homes with 
extensive grounds and gardens 
not fully covered by PPR, in so far 
as such disposals give rise to a 
CGT liability.

Note: The return and payment on 
account will not be required where 
the property disposed of is not 
residential property or where the 
property is situated outside the UK.

Penalties 
Penalties for filing the UK land return 
start at £100 immediately.  If the 
return is more than 6 months late a 
penalty equal to the higher of £300 
or 5% of the tax due is payable.  If 
more than 12 months late, a further 
penalty of either £300 or 5% of 
the tax will again be due.  £10 daily 
penalties may also be levied for 
up to 90 days (between 3 months 
and 6 months of filing date), but by 
concession HMRC has stated that 
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Further information on any of the above can be found at:

www.dekm.co.uk
or contact our office on:  

01332 293396
8 Vernon Street, Derby DE1 1FR
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it will not usually charge these. For 
larger transactions, the 10% penalty 
could be quite significant.

As with other penalties, a taxpayer 
may be able to appeal on the basis 
of having a reasonable excuse, but, 
as has been seen with Non-resident 
CGT returns, HMRC can be resistant 
and taxpayers taking appeals to the 
tax tribunals have not always been 
successful. 

Individuals may not know precisely 
what their CGT liability will be at 
the time of the sale and some of 
the relevant information may not 

be known until after the end of the 
tax year. For example you may not 
know if your other income in the 
tax year will place you in the higher 
rate tax bracket or not. You should 
therefore contact your tax adviser as 
soon as possible, ideally when the 
property is first put on the market, 
in order to submit the returns on time 
and to determine an appropriate 
estimate of the CGT liability.

Taxpayers are advised to contact 
their tax advisers as soon as they 
decide to put their UK residential 
property on the market. 

If you do not have a tax advisor 
and require advice, then you 
can call Paul Bradley or Penny 
Fletcher on 01332 293396 for 
an initial appointment which 
is free of charge. 

Important these notes 
were prepared and 
sent for printing 
before the Budget 
on March 11 and you 
should check that 
no announcement 
in the Budget alter 
the above.
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Full details on page 59.
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BELPER KITCHENS 
S U P P L Y  &  F I T

Tel: 01332 871 788  |  Mobile: 07957 869 517

F U L LY  F I T T E D

KITCHENS AND BATHROOMS
from only

£2,395

R O O M S  T H A T  C H A N G E 
T H E  W A Y  Y O U  L I V E

belperkitchens.co.uk 25 years 
experienced 
kitchen and 
bathroom 
specialists

Call now 
for a

FREE 
QUOTATION

BATHROOM 
PACKAGES*

KITCHEN 
PACKAGES*

New shower bath or shower cubicle, 
thermostatic shower, WC, basin and taps. 

8sq metres of tiling (choice of colours). 
All wastes and fittings.

Further options available on request. 
*Terms and conditions apply. 

5 cabinets, doors and handles (choice of 
colour and styles). Integrated hob, oven 

and extractor, stainless steel sink and taps, 
3 metre worktop. All wastes and fittings.

Further options available on request. 
*Terms and conditions apply. 

Fully fitted from only £2,395 Fully fitted from only £2,395

Straight bathroom suite swap New WC, basin and bath from as little as £495 



A  W E A LT H  O F  E X P E RT I S E 
O N  YOU R  D O O R S T E P

We specialise in providing face-to-face wealth management advice that is tailored to reflect individual 
circumstances. We place you at the heart of everything we do, and are committed to building and sustaining 
long-term relationships based on trust, superior service and the quality of our initial and ongoing advice. 

We can help you throughout your various life stages, providing a comprehensive range of financial 
solutions to address a multitude of needs and objectives. This includes investment, retirement, tax and 
estate planning. Our experience is that everyone has their own personal concerns, responsibilities and 
ambitions, and that the solutions that work for one simply would not work for another.

Contact us for further information.

Partner Practice of St. James’s Place Wealth Management

Tel: 01773 828768  |  Email: whitepeak@sjpp.co.uk  |  Web: www.whitepeakwm.co.uk 
Office Address: 30A Town Street, Duffield, Derbyshire DE56 4EH

WHITE PEAK WEALTH MANAGEMENT LTD

The Partner Practice is an Appointed Representative of and represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose of advising solely on the group’s wealth management products and 

services, more details of which are set out on the group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The ‘St. James’s Place Partnership’ and titles 
‘Partner’ and ‘Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.
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